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ABSTRACT 

 
The research work of this thesis has focused on the midgut escape barrier 

and the dissemination mechanism of alphaviruses in Ae. aegypti.  Primarily, we 

identified and characterized Ae. aegypti MMPs that are seemingly involved in 

midgut BL remodeling during bloodmeal digestion. We identified nine Aemmp 

genes encoded in the genome of Ae. aegypti. For four of those MMPs, their 

expression profiles were assessed in the various life stages of the mosquito as 

well as in midgut and carcass tissues of CHIKV infected and non-infected 

mosquitoes. Based on antibody-specific detection, AeMMP1 and AeMMP2 were 

localized to midgut associated tissues. We also showed that AeMMP1 possesses 

collagenase activity in vitro. This suggests that the BL surrounding the midgut is 

a potential target of the enzymatic activity of AeMMP1.  

Using FIB-SEM, we demonstrated for the first time that orally acquired 

mature CHIK virions exit the mosquito midgut by directly traversing the midgut BL 

during bloodmeal digestion. CHIK virions localized to the BL as early as 24 h 

pibm and were present in a high density until 32 h pibm. At 48 h pibm, CHIK 

virions were present in a lower density and remained so until a subsequent  

bloodmeal was ingested by the mosquito, at which point CHIK virions were once 

again associated with the strands of the BL. In SEM, disruptions in the BL 

adjacent to muscle tissue were also observed early after bloodmeal ingestion. 

These findings suggest that bloodmeal ingestion imposes changes to the BL 

structure, which then allows CHIKV to pass through. Furthermore, we showed 

that alphavirus dissemination from the midgut is not a continuous event during 
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systemic infection of the mosquito; instead there is a relatively narrow time 

window, less than 48 h pibm, during which de novo synthesized virions are able 

to exit the midgut.  

Lastly, we compared the vector competence of two strains of MAYV, 

which demonstrated the potential of this virus to be transmitted by urban 

mosquito vectors such as Ae. aegypti and Ae. albopictus. The MAYV strains IQT 

and TRVL were able, when orally acquired, to infect the midguts of both Ae. 

aegypti and Ae. albopictus and to disseminate in these mosquitoes to secondary 

tissues, eventually infecting the salivary glands and being released along with 

their saliva. CHIKV and MAYV co-infection resulted in similar efficiencies of co-

transmission by Ae. aegypti. However, prior systemic infection with MAYV 

resulted in superinfection exclusion of CHIKV in saliva. Thus, two relatively 

closely related alphaviruses can antagonize each other in the same mosquito 

vector depending on the sequence of their acquisition and subsequent infection 

of their invertebrate hosts.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Mosquitoes as vectors for arthropod-borne viruses 

There are over 3500 species of mosquitoes that have been classified into 

two subfamilies, Anophelinae and Culicinae (1,2). Anopheles species are 

responsible for the spread of malaria (3) and o'nyong'nyong virus (ONNV; 

Togaviridae; Alphavirus) (4). Within the subfamily Culicinae, mosquitoes of the 

genera Aedes and Culex represent the majority of the species that transmit 

arthropod-borne viruses (arboviruses). Other genera such as Haemagogus also 

contain arbovirus vectors, which are typically not involved in urban disease 

cycles (5). Culex species are responsible for the transmission of West Nile virus 

(WNV, Flaviviridae; Flavivirus), Japanese encephalitis virus (JEV, Flaviviridae; 

Flavivirus), St. Louis encephalitis virus (SLEV, Flaviviridae; Flavivirus), Western 

equine encephalitis virus ( WEEV, Togaviridae; Alphavirus), and Eastern equine 

encephalitis virus (EEEV, Togaviridae; Alphavirus) to name a few (6–9). These 

viruses are mainly neurotrophic, infecting components of the nervous system and 

are known to cause encephalitis in the vertebrate host as they are aptly named 

(10).  

The typical transmission cycles for these viruses involve birds as 

amplifying hosts and humans or equids as dead end hosts, which can develop 

severe disease symptoms by producing only a low viremia (11). Aedes transmit 

yellow fever virus (YFV, Flaviviridae; Flavivirus), dengue virus (DENV, 
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Flaviviridae; Flavivirus), chikungunya virus (CHIKV, Togaviridae; Alphavirus), and 

Zika virus (ZIKV, Flaviviridae; Flavivirus) (12–16). In typical sylvatic transmission 

cycles, these viruses circulate between non-human primates as the main animal 

reservoir and Aedes as the vector. However, in an urban cycle, these viruses can 

utilize human beings as amplifying hosts as they typically produce a very high 

viremia upon infection (17). A majority of viruses transmitted by Aedes species 

cause arthralgia with symptoms able to persist and often diagnosed as chronic 

disease (18–20).  

Not all arboviruses are mosquito-borne. Flaviviruses and bunyaviruses 

can be transmitted by ticks, however, all alphaviruses are mosquito-borne 

(21,22). Efficient spread of an arbovirus requires the presence of the arthropod 

vector and the vertebrate amplification host (reservoir) for the virus.  This means 

that arbovirus ecology is dependent on vector ecology (23). Therefore, it is 

important to identify the habitats of specific mosquito vectors in a given region 

and limit vector abundance in order to prevent the spread of arboviral diseases. 

A major problem is the geographic distribution of Aedes spp. (24,25). Therefore it 

is important to have an understanding of how these viruses interact in the 

mosquito vector so we can develop new tools and disease prevention strategies.  

Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) is transmitted by the bite from an infected 

female mosquito. Ae. aegypti, commonly referred to as the yellow fever 

mosquito, and Ae. albopictus, the Asian tiger mosquito, are recognized as the 

principal vectors for the virus (26). Ae. albopictus are native to tropical and 

subtropical areas of Southeast Asia but are now considered an invasive species 
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across Europe and the Americas believed to be introduced by the import of used 

tires from Asia containing eggs that hatched upon rainfall (25,27). Ae. aegypti 

originates from Africa but is now present in tropical and subtropical regions of the 

world. Both species have been identified in the southeastern United States 

(28,29). 

Mayaro virus (MAYV, Togaviridae; Alphavirus) is naturally transmitted by 

Haemagogus janthinomys (30). These mosquitoes are predominantly forest 

dwelling and reside mainly in Central and South America. As opportunistic 

feeders Haemagogus have been shown to feed mainly on birds and rodents, but 

are also known to take bloodmeals from humans (31). The threat for human 

disease outbreaks caused by MAYV stems from the ability of the virus to be 

transmitted by highly anthropophagic and urban setting mosquitoes like Ae. 

aegypti and Ae. albopictus (32). 

 Mosquitoes require both sugar meals and bloodmeals to survive and 

reproduce. They have a digestive system capable of storing both food types. 

When a sugar meal is acquired it is directed to the crop where it can be stored 

and later digested in the midgut (33). This prevents the midgut from being filled 

by a sugar meal and allows bloodmeals to be readily digested by the midgut. The 

purpose of a mosquito acquiring a bloodmeal is to enable the production of 

vitellogenin in fat bodies which is later transported to the ovaries and absorbed 

by oocytes where it is required for egg development (34). 

 Unlike wetland mosquito species that oviposit and develop in large 

habitats that are easy to locate, Aedes are known to utilize small artificial 
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containers and tree holes for early stages of development (35,36). This enables 

these mosquitoes to easily adapt to the urban human environment. Both Ae. 

aegypti and Ae. albopictus are known to be aggressive biters and will bite 

throughout the day unlike other mosquito species known to be most active during 

dusk and dawn (37). Ae. albopictus typically feeds on mammals although this 

species is a very opportunistic biter, also feeding on avian hosts or even reptiles 

(38,39). In contrast, Ae. aegypti preferentially feeds on humans and to a lesser 

extent on bovine, swine, rats, and chickens.   

 

Vector competence of mosquitoes 

 Vector competence is defined as the intrinsic ability of arthropods to 

become infected, maintain, and transmit microbial agents. Not all mosquito 

species are competent vectors for every arbovirus; the vast majority of 

mosquitoes species are not even vectors at all. Genetic determinants of the 

vector play a critical role in its competence for arboviruses (40). For example, 

based on quantitative trait loci, it has been shown that genes associated with a 

mild midgut infection barrier (MIB) in Ae. aegypti aegypti (Puerto Rico) allowed 

persistent DENV2 infection in 65% of individuals. However, the genetic makeup 

of Ae. aegypti formosus (Nigeria) resulted in a strong MIB allowing only 11% of 

individuals to get infected with the virus (41). Another genetic determinant of 

vector competence are the innate immune responses to arbovirus infection 

(42,43) This has been demonstrated by generating Ae. aegypti that activate the 

conserved JAK/STAT pathway in fat body tissue during DENV2 and DENV4 
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infection (44). Sindbis virus (SINV) infection of the midgut can be affected by 

manipulating RNAi pathways in the midgut (45). The differences in immune 

response might be responsible for the different infection patterns of CHIKV in two 

Ae. aegypti strains, HWE and ORL (14,45,46). 

Environmental factors such as temperature are also important 

determinants of vector competence. Ae. albopictus from Germany were 

susceptible to ZIKV at 27°C but not at lower temperatures, for example 18°C 

(47). Also in field situations it is important to keep in mind that mosquito 

populations of the same species can be highly heterogenic, consisting of 

individuals that differ in their genetic background, age, reproductive status, size, 

and nutritional status. This heterogeneity is known to drastically effect the overall 

vector competence of a population as some individuals may be highly 

susceptible to a particular arbovirus, allowing the virus to generate high titers, 

whereas other individuals within the same population may not become infected at 

all (48). Older individuals in Ae. aegypti populations have been shown to have 

weaker immune systems (49). Diet is also important in early life stages. Larvae 

that are starved have been shown to show a decrease in immune gene 

expression as mature mosqutioes (50). 

Closely related to vector competence is the vectorial capacity of mosquito 

species. Estimates of vectorial capacity account for multiple factors that play a 

role in the association of a vector with a pathogen that can be transmitted and a 

susceptible vertebrate host (51).  One such factor is the lifespan of a mosquito. 

Ae. aegypti have been shown to live as mature mosquitoes for around 35 days in 
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nature, and can be infective for up to 23 days under optimal conditions (52). The 

time it takes for a vector to ingest a viremic bloodmeal until infectious virus 

particles are present in the saliva is known as the extrinsic incubation period 

(EIP) (53). Once the EIP for the virus has been completed, a female mosquito is 

able to transmit the virus for the remainder of her life (54). In urban settings, 

mosquitoes such as Ae. aegypti have adapted to biting populations in close 

proximity, ingesting multiple bloodmeals, and they prefer bloodmeals over sugar 

meals (38,55–57). Different viruses possess different EIPs. The average EIP of 

DENV4 in Ae. albopictus and Ae. aegypti has been shown to be around 5-6 days 

(58,59) while the EIP of CHIKV in Ae. aegypti can be as short as 2 days. Further, 

analysis of the biting behavior of these mosquitoes showed that secondary and 

tertiary bites posed the highest chance for the successful transmission of either 

virus (14,60).  

Lifespans and feeding behaviors of mosquitoes critically influence their 

overall vectorial capacity; however, a population of susceptible vertebrate hosts 

must be abundantly present for an arboviral disease to spread. This is 

demonstrated well by MAYV. Aedes species are believed to be capable vectors 

for MAYV in the urban environment. Regardless, the virus has so far been 

isolated only in rural and rain forest areas of Central and South America where 

Haemagogus species are highly abundant but not Ae. aegypti (32,61–63). 

Additionally, MAYV infection in humans is characterized by a low titer and short 

virema of around 3 days (64). Therefore humans might not be an amplifying host. 

Unlike WNV which utilizes birds in proximity to urban environments MAYV is 
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known to infect non-human primates which are not present in urban areas 

(65,66). This suggests MAYV will need to adapt to amplify in humans in order to 

raise the vectorial capacity of urban mosquito species such as Ae. aegypti. 

 

Chikungunya and Mayaro viruses  

CHIKV and MAYV both belong to the Semliki Forest virus antigenic 

complex within the genus Alphavirus of the family Togaviradae (22). 

Alphaviruses are enveloped viruses that are spherical in shape with a diameter of 

60-70 nm (67). Their genome consists of a ~12 kb single stranded positive sense 

RNA molecule which is capped at its 5' end and contains a polyadenylated tail at 

its 3' end. The viral RNA contains two open reading frames (ORFs) (68) (Fig. 1). 

The first ORF begins at the 5’ end and encodes the four nonstructural proteins, 

nsP1, nsP2, nsP3, and nsP4 (69). The second ORF is under the control of a 

subgenomic promoter located around 7400 nucleotides downstream of the viral 

RNAs' 5' end (68). The second ORF encodes the structural proteins C, E3,E2 

6k/TF, and E1 (Fig. 1) (70).  

 

Epidemiology  

CHIKV and MAYV are both emerging arboviruses. CHIKV is an Old World 

alphavirus that was first discovered in Tanzania, Africa in 1952 (71). The virus 

has recently caused severe outbreaks in 44 countries and territories throughout 

Central and South America including the Caribbean with over 1.3 million 

suspected cases in the Western Hemisphere as of April 2015 (72).  
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Figure 1. Genome structure of Alphaviruses. 
Alphavirus form spherical enveloped virions 70nm in diameter with a single stranded positive 
sense RNA genome. The genomes are approximately 12,000 nt and contain a 5’cap and a poly A 
tail. The genome organization consists of 4 non-structural proteins followed by subgenomic RNA 
that encodes for the structural proteins C and the glycoproteins E3, E2, 6k/TF, and E1.   
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MAYV is a New World alphavirus that was first isolated in Trinidad in 1954 (73). 

In recent years, MAYV infection human cases have been reported in Peru, 

Bolivia, Brazil, and Haiti (62,74,75). MAYV presence in the Americas suggests 

that it could imitate the epidemiological evolution of other arboviruses like ZIKV 

and become a major threat to public health. In 2015, MAYV was isolated from a 

Haitian infant who was co-infected with dengue virus serotype 1 (75). Haiti is 

known to be a habitat for Ae. aegypti suggesting that this species could be 

involved in local transmission (28). It also raises concerns about Ae. aegypti's 

ability to co-transmit multiple arboviruses during feeding on a human host and 

how a co-infection of multiple arboviruses can affect virus dissemination and 

replication in a mosquito (32,76).  

 

Disease 

In human patients suspected of arbovirus infection the term 

“ChikDenMaZika syndrome” has been suggested due to the common symptoms 

associated with CHIKV, DENV, MAYV, and ZIKV (77). These symptoms include 

fever, headache, muscle pain, joint swelling, joint pain, and rash. The joint pain is 

known to be debilitating and can render a patient bed ridden (78,79). Both CHIKV 

and MAYV can cause acute, subacute, or chronic disease (80,81). In an acute 

infection MAYV presents with a short viremia of 3-4 days followed by a 7-12 day 

period in which the common symptoms become evident (82). CHIKV patients 

exhibit a high viremia for ~ 7 days and will present with common symptoms 3-7 

days after an infectious bite (83). In a subacute infection joint pain and swelling 
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can persist for a few weeks, and in chronic infections patients can experience 

these symptoms for months for both CHIKV and MAYV (19,20).  

 There is currently no vaccine available for CHIKV or MAYV. Patients are 

offered supportive care targeting pain and fever reduction using nonsteroidal 

anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) (64,84). NSAIDs have been used in 

conjunction with steroids and low dose aspirin, however this treatment is not 

recommended due to the high risk of upper gastrointestinal bleeding (85). The 

antiviral ribavirin has been tested in recent studies and is shown to be effective in 

treatment of CHIKV arthralgia (86).  

 

Virus replication 

Both CHIKV and MAYV enter the cell through receptor mediated 

endocytosis moderated by the E2 glycoprotein (87). Following cell entry,  

alphavirus virions are enclosed in early/late endosomes in which the change in 

pH to a slightly acidic environment triggers E1-E2 heterodimer destabilization. 

The E1 glycoprotein contains a fusion loop that joins the late endosomal 

membrane allowing the nucleocapsid (NC) to be released into the cytoplasm 

(88). Once in the cytoplasm, the NC is trafficked to the ER where interaction with 

ribosomes enables disassembly and release of the genomic RNA (89). The 

nonstructural proteins are immediately translated from the genomic RNA into the 

polyprotein P1234 (90). Most alphaviruses including those used in this study, 

CHIKV 37997, MAYV IQT 4235, and MAYV TRVL 4675, will produce two 

polyproteins, an incomplete P123 major product, and a full length P1234 minor 
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product (68,91). This is due to the presence of an opal stop codon located at the 

end of nsP3 that is read through during translation. Following translation of 

P1234, nsP2 is proteolytically active in the polyprotein with the ability to cleave in 

cis at the nsP3/nsP4 junction (92). Therefore, polyprotein processing is regulated 

during infection as nsP2 can only cleave other sites within the polyprotein in trans 

(93). The cleaved nonstructural proteins will assemble to form a replication 

complex that will generate both the negative-sense intermediate (only present 

during replication serving as a template strand), and positive-sense genomic 

RNA via the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) activity of nsP4 (94). 

NsP3 is required along with nsP4 to generate the second ORF that encodes the 

structural proteins, which are transcribed form the negative-sense RNA (95). 

NsP1 is membrane- associated and contains guanine-7-methyltransferase and 

guanylyltransferase enzymatic activity which is responsible for capping and 

methylation of both genomic and subgenomic RNAs (96,97).  

 

Nucleocapsid and virion assembly  

The structural proteins are translated as a polyprotein with the capsid 

protein being cleaved via autoproteolysis (90). The cleaved amino acid residues 

81-112 of capsid recognize an encapsidation signal present on the genomic RNA 

(98). This nucleation event will allow for 240 copies of capsid and a single copy 

of the positive-sense genomic RNA to form the NC. The NC has an icosahedral 

symmetry of T=4 and a diameter of ~40 nm (90,99,100). With the capsid protein 

cleaved, the N-terminus of the structural polyprotein now encodes an 
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endoplasmic reticulum (ER) signal peptide that will localize the polyprotein 

across the ER membrane for further processing. The polyprotein will be 

transported to the plasma membrane via the trans-Golgi network (68). While in 

transport furin cleavage is responsible for the separation of PE2 into E3 and E2 

with E3 not being required for infectious particle formation (90,101). E1 and E2 

will then form heterodimers. The glycoproteins are trafficked to the plasma 

membrane separately from the NC (102). Once both the NC and glycoproteins 

have joined each other for final assembly, the de novo synthesized virion will bud 

from the plasma membrane. The virion now possesses an envelope with 80 

glycoprotein spikes consisting of trimers of E2 and E1 heterodimers responsible 

for receptor detection (103). Although budding is known to result in an infectious 

particles release from mammalian cell types, alphaviruses are also known to bud 

into internal vesicles before release from the arthropod cell (68,104,105).  

 

Mosquito infection 

 In order for a mosquito to transmit an arbovirus to an uninfected vertebrate 

host the vector must be systemically infected (54). To accomplish this a virus 

must overcome innate immune responses, disseminate through different tissue 

barriers ultimately infecting the salivary glands to be released into the 

bloodstream of a vertebrate along with saliva during probing/biting (Fig. 2). Upon 

the uptake of a viremic bloodmeal, the virus is trafficked into the midgut lumen 

(106). Once inside the lumen, the virus will infect a midgut epithelial cell through 

its microvilli via receptor-mediated endocytosis (107,108). The virus has a limited 
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time window to infect the cell as the peritrophic membrane will begin to form as 

soon as 4-hours (h) post-infection (109). This membrane is an arrangement of 

chitin microfibrils secreted from the epithelium that surrounds the bloodmeal to 

protect the epithelium (110) and allow small molecules to be absorbed by the 

midgut after trypsin-like serine proteases have broken down the ingested meal 

(111,112).  

 The midgut is the first mosquito tissue to be infected by an arbovirus. It is 

tubular in shape and can be divided into three compartments, the foregut, the 

midgut, and the hindgut. The foregut contains the esophagus, crop, 

proventriculus, and a cardiac valve with the purpose to prevent midgut contents 

from leaking back into the foregut and crop (113). The posterior portion of the 

midgut along with the hindgut play major roles in sugar meal and water 

absorption and the midgut is involved in nutrient absorption and bloodmeal 

digestion (114). The intake of a bloodmeal drastically changes the structure of 

midgut epithelial cells. Nuclei are shown to condense, mitochondria enlarge, and 

the rough ER grows in size as well while the basal labyrinth shrinks near the 

basal side of the cell (115). After an alphavirus has entered the epithelial cell, 

virus replication will begin to occur as described above and newly synthesized 

virions need to disseminate from the midgut.  

 

Basal lamina  

 The mosquito midgut contains a single layer of epithelial cells that is 

surrounded by a multi-stranded extracellular matrix known as the basal lamina  
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Figure 2. Pathway of arbovirus dissemination in Ae. aegypti. 

Representation of arbovirus tropism in a mosquito vector. Viruses first infect the midgut after a 
viremic bloodmeal and must disseminate into secondary tissues, eventually infecting the salivary 
glands. Virions are represented by blue hexagons. Adapted from Franz, Alexander W E et al. 
“Tissue Barriers to Arbovirus Infection in Mosquitoes.” Viruses 7.7 (2015): 3741–3767. 
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Figure 3. Ultrastructural views of the posterior midgut tissue of Ae. aegypti. 
(A) Cross-section of a non-infected midgut of a female at 7 days post-bloodmeal 
(magnification: 600x). (B) Close-up view of image in panel 
(A) at 2000x magnification. Note the structured basal lamina surrounding the 
midgut.MG = midgut. Adapted from Franz, Alexander W E et al. “Tissue Barriers to Arbovirus 
Infection in Mosquitoes.” Viruses 7.7 (2015): 3741–3767.  
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(BL) (Fig. 3). The anterior of the BL is densely packed with crosslinked proteins, 

mainly laminin and collagen IV which are secreted form the epithelial cells 

(116,117). The insect BL functions as a barrier to macromolecules, provides a 

basis for the structural integrity for the midgut epithelium and separates the 

epithelium from the hemolymph and hemocoel (118). This tissue has been 

proposed to be a physical barrier of virus dissemination form the midgut as it has 

a size exclusion limit of around 10 nm which would prevent CHIKV and MAYV 

virions with a diameter of 60-70 nm from freely passing through (119–121).  

In this dissertation, we will address two possible explanations for how 

alphaviruses are able to disseminate through this midgut escape barrier. The first 

is that the mosquito midgut possesses enzymatic activity that could be 

responsible for BL alterations that allow the virion to traverse the BL. The second 

is that the BL is a dynamic structure that has plasticity, which can be modified 

under stressful events.   

 

Potential role for matrix metalloproteinases in BL remodeling 

In vertebrates, metalloproteinases are the most important enzymes 

responsible for extracellular matrix (ECM) remodeling (122). Metalloproteinases 

are grouped into two major families of zinc-dependent endopeptidases: matrix 

metalloproteinases (MMPs) and a disintegrin and metalloproteinase 

(ADAM)/ADAM with thrombospondin motifs (ADAMTS) proteinases. In humans, 

endopeptidases of the ADAMs family have been implicated in the control of 

membrane fusion, cytokine and growth factor shedding, and cell migration, as 
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well as processes such as muscle development, fertilization and cell fate 

determination (123). MMPs cleave a wide range of ECM proteins (including 

collagenase IV and laminin), degrade intercellular junctions, generate cleavage 

products that act as novel signaling molecules and/or modify the action of latent 

or active signaling molecules thereby changing cell and tissue physiology (124). 

Specifically, MMPs are essential for connective tissue remodeling during 

embryonic development, angiogenesis, bone growth and healing of wounds 

(125–127). Vertebrate MMPs are grouped according to substrate specificity into 

collagenases, matrilysins, stromelysins and gelatinases, the latter two degrading 

laminin and/or collagen IV (128). Another classification scheme distinguishes 

between ‘membrane-type’ MMPs (MT-MMPs) and ‘other’ MMPs (129). 

MMPs are not restricted to vertebrates; they also have been described 

and analyzed in plants such as Arabidopsis thaliana (130) and  tomato (131), in 

the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (132) and in insects such as Drosophila 

melanogaster, Manduca sexta, Tribolium castaneum and the Plasmodium 

parasite vector, Anopheles gambiae (133–140). In insects, MMP activity is 

required for wound healing and tissue rearrangements during molts and 

metamorphosis involving ECM degradation (135,137,138,141,142). Furthermore, 

insect MMPs have been shown to be involved in innate immunity responses to 

tissue invasion by pathogens (137,140,143). For Ae. aegypti, MMPs and their 

possible roles in biological processes have not been described so far. 
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Midgut trachea 

 Another hypothesized route of dissemination for arboviruses is through 

tracheal cells that extend into the midgut (144,145). Invertebrates have an open 

respiratory system that encompasses a complex network of tubular channels 

responsible for oxygen and gas exchange to various tissues of the animal (146). 

Spiracles from the surface of the arthropod condense into trachea, becoming 

smaller and smaller ending in chitinous tubes known as tracheoles (147). Many 

alphaviruses including SINV, WEEV, CHIKV, and the bunyavirus Rift Valley 

Fever virus (RVFV)  have been shown to infect midgut associated trachea and 

tracheoles after intrathoracic injection and after oral acquisition of the virus (148–

152). Tracheae are also closely associated with muscle fibers surrounding the 

midgut and both are incorporated in the outer layers of the BL (151). These 

results support the possibility that arboviruses disseminate from the midgut and 

through the BL using tracheal cells as conduits; however, this is not a definite 

and further investigation is required.  

  

Salivary gland infection 

  A critical organ that an arbovirus must infect prior to transmission to a new 

vertebrate host is the salivary glands. In mosquitoes such as Ae. aegypti, the 

salivary glands consist of two pairs of glands. Each gland has two lateral lobes 

and one medial lobe, which are connected to a main salivary duct (14). CHIKV 

has been detected in salivary glands of Ae. aegypti as early as 2 days post-

infectious bloodmeal (pibm) and the virus produced median titers of 104 pfu/ml in 
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this tissue as early as 4 days pibm (14). Although  infection rates of salivary 

glands may reach 100% in mosquitoes following oral acquisition of the virus, 

typically only 60% of those infected mosquitoes had detectable CHIKV in their 

saliva at 7 days pibm (14). This suggests that there is a salivary gland escape 

barrier for CHIKV as has been described for SINV, and RVFV (153,154), and that 

it is possible that this escape barrier is also present for other related alphaviruses 

such as MAYV. Once the virus has been released into her saliva, a female 

mosquito is systemically infected and able to transmit the virus for the remainder 

of her life (52).  

 

Immune responses to alphaviruses in mosquitoes 

 The RNA interference (RNAi) pathway is the principal immune pathway 

responding to the presence of replicating arboviruses in mosquitoes (155). Viral 

genome-derived long dsRNA is the trigger for antiviral RNAi. Dicer2 senses the 

presence of long dsRNAs in a cell and processes those into 21 bp duplexes 

(156). With the help of R2D2, these 21 bp duplexes are unwound and one 

strand, the guide strand, is inserted into the RNAi silencing complex (RISC) 

(157), whose central catalytic component is Ago2 (158). Following guidance of 

RISC to long (viral, single-stranded) RNAs with perfect sequence homology, 

Ago2 then cleaves the target RNA resulting in destruction of viral genomes (159). 

In any naturally arbovirus-infected mosquito, RNAi is sensing the presence of 

viral RNA genomes during replication and, to a certain extent, is destroying 

those. However, arboviruses including alphaviruses have developed strategies to 
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cope with the RNAi response to prevent their complete elimination (160). Thus, 

there seems to be a fine balance between the RNAi response of the vector and 

viral countermeasures allowing a virus to survive in the vector. The gatekeeper 

role of RNAi in the mosquito has been experimentally demonstrated. RNAi 

impairment in Ae. aegypti causes increases in arbovirus titers in midgut tissue, 

and allows for a more rapid dissemination to secondary tissues resulting in 

shorter EIPs (45,161,162). Complete RNAi inhibition can cause replicating 

viruses to reach lethal concentrations in the insect, which would be detrimental 

for both, the parasite and its invertebrate host (163,164). Conversely, priming the 

RNAi response pathway in transgenic mosquitoes resulted in complete 

elimination of DENV2 from midgut tissue (165). This manufactured midgut 

infection barrier demonstrates the importance of unraveling the mechanisms of 

dissemination in the mosquito.  

 RNAi is not the only immune pathway of Ae. aegypti that arboviruses must 

compete with. The Toll pathway is activated by a cytokine known as Spaetzle 

that triggers a signaling cascade through the toll membrane receptor (166–168). 

Downstream the transcription factor Rel I is transported to the nucleus and 

initiates transcription of antimicrobial peptides (169,170). Inhibition of DENV by 

the naturally occurring bacteria Wolbachia occurs through this immune pathway 

via transcription of cecropin and defensin (171–173). SINV infection is also 

known to activate this pathway leading to the transcription of Dif (174). West Nile 

virus is known to overcome this pathway by down-regulating Spaetzle upstream 

of Toll receptor activation, thus preventing Rel I to become active (168).  
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 The immune deficiency (IMD) pathway is also active in Ae. aegypti. 

Pathogen recognition receptors (PRRs) recognize pathogen associated 

molecular patterns (PAMPs) and can activate the JNK signaling pathway or 

activate the transcription factor Rel 2 to generate antimicrobial effectors 

(170,175). These pathways are shown to be active in both DENV and SINV 

infections (167,176). Also, inhibition of the IMD pathway in Ae. aegypti strains 

that are refractory to DENV increases midgut titers during infection (177).  

 The Janus kinase (JAK)- signal transducer and activator of transcription 

protein (STAT) pathway is yet another immune pathway present in Ae. aegypti. 

This immune pathway was first identified as an interferon induced pathway in 

vertebrates, which is conserved in insects (178). This pathway is activated when 

the transmembrane receptor, Dome, binds a ligand and dimerizes. This activates 

JAKs downstream which will recruit STAT proteins that dimerize and translocate 

to the nucleus and begins the production of effector proteins (170,179). This 

pathway is active in DENV infection of Ae. aegypti and is also active in ONNV in 

Anopheles (179,180). With enough understanding of these immune pathways we 

can discover novel ways to control virus infections of these vectors and generate 

new tools to aid in public health. 

 

Purpose  

 It is important to take multiple approaches when attempting to prevent 

potential public health epidemics. Both CHIKV and MAYV are emerging 

arboviruses causing disease in tropical regions of the world. One major approach 
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is to study the infection pattern in vertebrate hosts and identify potential vaccine 

candidates. However, another approach that can yield the same results in terms 

of disease prevention is to study these viruses in the vector Ae. aegypti. Studying 

the infection in vivo gives an advantage because disease prevention strategies 

can be tested in the organism it will be implemented in. Before these strategies 

can be developed, we need to acquire knowledge about dissemination 

mechanisms and infection patterns of alphaviruses in Ae. aegypti. Therefore the 

focus of this research is to understand how an alphavirus disseminates from the 

primary tissue of infection, the midgut, into secondary tissues enabling 

transmission to a new vertebrate host. Here we identify potential proteases 

involved in CHIKV midgut escape, as well as identify the time window and route 

of dissemination for alphavirus midgut escape after a viremic bloodmeal. We also 

describe the infection pattern of another alphavirus MAYV, and examine the 

potential of a mosquito to become co-infected and the potential for alphavirus co-

transmission.  
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CHAPTER II 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

Mosquitoes 

Ae. aegypti of the Orlando ("ORL") and Higgs White Eye ("HWE") strains, 

the latter exhibiting eye-pigment deficiency, were reared and maintained in a 

BSL2 insectary at 28°C, 75–80% relative humidity, and a 12 h light/12 h dark 

cycle. An Ae. albopictus strain designated “CoMO” was established in 2016 from 

a locally captured female (Columbia, MO, USA), which tested positive for 

Wolbachia infection via a PCR assay (data not shown).  In colony, Ae. albopictus 

were reared under the same conditions as Ae. aegypti HWE and ORL. For 

colony maintenance, mosquitoes received artificial bloodmeals consisting of 

defibrinated sheep blood (Colorado Serum Company, Denver, CO, USA). 

Raisins were provided to the adult mosquitoes as a sugar source.  

Ae. albopictus CoMO were hatched in distilled water following a 

deoxygenation step to generate higher hatch rates. Therefore, a 1 L mason jar 

was filled with 750 mL of distilled water and autoclaved. Immediately after 

removal from the autoclave, the lid was sealed tight and allowed to cool to 

establish a vacuum and deoxygenate the water. Egg papers were placed in the 

water immediately after the vacuum was broken and allowed to hatch for 3 h.  
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Virus strains 

CHIKV strain 37997 (West African genotype; GenBank accession: 

AY726732.1) from Senegal, was used in this study. This virus was isolated in 

1983 and passaged once in AP-61 cells (Ae. pseudoscutellaris) and two times in 

Vero cells (African green monkey kidney). We prepared virus stocks by 

passaging the virus in Vero cells and collecting supernatant at 24-30 h post-

infection; titers in Vero cells reached 6.6 x 106 pfu/ml. 

MAYV strain IQT 4235 from Loreto, Peru (GenBank #: MK070491) and 

the type strain TRVL 4675 from Trinidad (GenBank #: MK070492) were also 

used in this study. Both viruses are considered low passage strains. The IQT 

4235 strain was isolated in 1997 and has been passaged once in C6/36 (Ae. 

albopictus) cells and once in Vero cells before being used in this study. We 

prepared virus stocks by passaging the virus twice in Vero cells. At 30 h and 39 h 

post-infection, titers in in Vero cells reached 4.6 x 106 pfu/ml and 3.3 x 106 pfu/ml, 

respectively. The TRVL 4675 prototype strain was isolated in 1954 and has been 

passaged in BHK21 and Vero cells before use in this study (Anderson et al. 

1957). Virus stocks were prepared via passage in Vero cells in which titers 

reached 6.0 x 106 pfu/ml at 30 h post-infection. 

 

Oral virus infection of mosquitoes 

Prior to mosquito infections all viruses were propagated in Vero cells 

seeded in T-25 flasks at a multiplicity of infection of 0.01 using Dulbecco’s 
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Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 7% fetal bovine serum 

(FBS). For oral challenge of mosquitoes with CHIKV and MAYV, virus-containing 

cell culture supernatant was collected at 24–30 h and 30-39 h post infection, 

respectively, and mixed with defibrinated sheep blood at a 1:1 ratio including the 

addition of 10 mM ATP. Seven-day-old females that had been (sugar-)starved 

overnight were fed an artificial bloodmeal containing virus-infected cell 

culture/blood mixture or non-infected cell culture/ blood mixture (control) for 1 h 

at 37°C using a single glass feeder/carton lined with hog intestine. After 

screening, fully engorged females were maintained in 1.9 L cartons and offered 

raisins and water until further analysis. All virus infections were carried out in a 

biosafety level 3 laboratory within the Laboratory for Infectious Disease Research 

(LIDR) at the University of Missouri. 

 

Virus detection by serial sample dilutions in plaque assays  

Virus titers from individual mosquitoes, midguts, carcasses, and head 

tissues were determined by plaque assays in green monkey kidney (Vero) cells. 

After dissection tissue samples from individual mosquitoes were homogenized in 

1 ml sample processing buffer (DMEM with 7% FBS and 1% 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-

1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid [HEPES]). Homogenized samples were sterile-

filtered using Acrodisc HT Tuffryn 0.2 μm syringe filters (Pall Life Sciences, East 

Hills, NY, USA). Vero cells were seeded onto 24-well plates and incubated for 

two days at 37°C to achieve 95–100% confluence. Cells were infected with 10-

fold serial dilutions of each mosquito homogenate. Cells were incubated for 1 h at 
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37°C before being overlaid with an agarose nutrient mixture [1x Medium 199 

(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), 10% FBS, 4% NaHCO3, 0.5% Minimum 

Essential Medium (MEM) vitamins, 0.5% MEM amino acids (Mediatech Inc., 

Manassas, VA, USA)]. After incubation at 37 °C for 2 days for CHIKV and 3 days 

for MAYV, cells were stained with MTT (3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5-

diphnyltetrazolium bromide) (Sigma-Aldrich) and incubated at 37°C for 24 h 

before counting the number of plaques for each sample. Viral titers of individual 

mosquitoes were calculated as plaque forming units per ml (pfu/ml).  

 

RNA extraction with TRIzol reagent 

Groups of 10 larvae, pupae, whole-body mosquitoes, midguts, carcasses, 

or saliva samples were collected for total RNA extraction using TRIzol reagent 

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Tissues were homogenized with a hand held 

motor and RNase Zap (Thermo Fisher, Kalamazoo, MI, USA) treated pestles 

before adding TRIzol reagent to a final volume of 1 ml. The homogenate was 

incubated at room temperature (RT) for 5 min. 200 µl of chloroform was added to 

the 1 ml of TRIzol and mixed, followed by a 3 min incubation at RT. Samples 

were then centrifuged at 12,000 x g at 4°C for 15 min. The colorless aqueous 

phase was separated into a new tube, and for saliva samples 5 µg of RNase-free 

glycogen was added as a carrier. 500 µl of RT isopropanol was added to the 

aqueous phase and incubated for 10 min, thereafter samples were centrifuged at 

12,000 x g for 10 min at 4oC. The supernatant was removed without disturbing 

the RNA pellet, and the pellet was washed with 1 ml of 75% ethanol. The RNA 
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pellet was then allowed to air dry before being resuspended in nuclease-free 

water. 

 

Database searches and phylogenetic analysis of matrix-metalloproteinase 

(MMPs) 

The Ae. aegypti (strain: Liverpool) genome in VectorBase (assembly: 

AaegL3) was analyzed to identify putative MMPs based on the conserved amino 

acid motif of the MMP catalytic domain: HEXGHXXGXXH where X can be any 

amio acid residue. We used the National Center for Biotechnology Information 

(NCBI) conserved protein domain prediction tool to identify the functional 

domains for the putative AeMMPs. Phylogenetic analyses were conducted using 

the LINUX-based T-COFFEE program package (181) for the global MMP 

alignments or MEGA v. 5 (Tempe, AZ, USA) for the AeMMP/Ae. albopictus (Aa) 

MMP alignments. Prior to alignments, the DNA sequences encoding the variable 

linker motifs between catalytic and hemopexin domains were removed from all 

MMP sequences. Global MMP alignments were analyzed using PHYML 

(maximum likelihood) under the Hasegawa–Kishino–Yano model (182,183) 

choosing the Caernorhabditis elegans MMP as an outcross group. The 

AeMMP/AaMMP alignments were further analyzed using MEGA v. 5 using 

Drosophila MMP1 as an outcross group. Bootstrap values of 1000 were applied 

in both analyzes. 
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5’ RACE (Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends) 

Whole bodies of mosquitoes were collected for total RNA extraction using 

TRIzol reagent. Total RNA was treated with DNase I to eliminate DNA 

contamination. Reverse gene-specific primers (Table 1) were designed to anneal 

450 base pairs downstream of the known/anticipated 5’ end of the RNA 

transcript. The 5’ RACE System for Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends, version 

2.0 (Invitrogen) was used to perform the analysis based on the protocol provided. 

Resulting PCR products were cloned into TOPO-TA pCR4.0 plasmid vector 

(Invitrogen) for Sanger sequencing. 

 

cDNA synthesis from mosquito mRNA and SYBR green-based quantitative 

(q)PCR 

 First-strand cDNA was synthesized from 1 µg total RNA using a 

QuantiTect Reverse Transcription Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) including the 

random (reverse) primer supplied with the kit. cDNA was diluted 10-fold to be 

used in qPCR assays. Gene-specific primers were used for qPCR amplification 

of Aemmps (Table 1). The final reaction volume was 25 µl using a QuantiFast 

SYBR green PCR kit (Qiagen). qRT-PCR amplification and analysis were carried 

out using an Applied Biosystems (ABI) 7300 Real-Time PCR System (Applied 

Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). The PCR program was: hold at 95°C for 10 

min and then at 95°C for 15 s and 60°C for 1 min, repeating 40 cycles. The 

relative abundance of Aemmp transcripts was normalized to that of ribosomal 

protein S7 (AAEL009496) transcripts as an endogenous reference following the   
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Table 1. Primers used for expression profiling of AeMMP genes by qRT-PCR, for 5' RACE of the 
Aemmp2 transcript, and for recombinant (r) protein expression of AeMMP1 and AeMMP2. 
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2-DDCT method (184). Samples were tested as three independent biological 

replicates. 

 

Expression of recombinant AeMMP1 and AeMMP2 proteins 

Full-length Aemmp1 and Aemmp2 cDNAs were amplified from total RNA 

of Ae. aegypti by RT-PCR. PCR amplicons of Aemmp1 and Aemmp2 cDNAs 

were inserted into the pET32a expression plasmid vector (Novagen, Madison, 

WI, USA) using XhoI/ EcoRI and XhoI/BamHI restriction sites, respectively, to 

express the MMPs along with the N-terminal Trx-, S- and His-tags in E. coli BL21 

(DE3) cells (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA). Protein production was 

optimal when bacterial cultures were grown at 37°C and shaken at 225 rpm. A 5-

ml bacterial ‘starter’ culture from a single colony was grown overnight in Luria-

Bertani (LB) medium (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) containing 100 µg/ml 

ampicillin. The ‘starter’ culture was then transferred into 500 ml fresh LB medium 

and incubated for 2–3 h until the culture reached an optical density (OD)= 0.6 (at 

600 nm wave-length). Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was then 

added at a final concentration of 1 mM and the bacterial culture incubated for 

another 4 h at 37°C and 225 rpm. 

 

Generation of AeMMP1 and AeMMP2-specific antibodies and their use in 

Western blot analysis 

Polyclonal antibodies specific to AeMMP1 (pAb-mmp1) and AeMMP2 

(pAb-mmp2) were produced by GenScript (Piscataway, NJ, USA) based on the 
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peptide amino acid sequences CGTDERPAGDDYNRG and 

CFEGDSQNRPPVEID (with the N-terminal C being nonspecific), respectively. 

Both amino acid peptides were derived from the hemopexin domain of the 

MMPs. To prepare samples, five midguts were dissected from mosquitoes at 24, 

48 and 72 h post-bloodmeal (pbm)/post infection with CHIKV and homogenized 

in 2x Laemmli sample buffer, boiled for 5 min and centrifuged at 7000 x g for 10 

min. For recombinant AeMMP detection, cultures were grown as described 

above. 2 ml of the induced culture was centrifuged for 5 min at 11000 x g, to 

pellet the bacteria. Bacteria pellets were then resuspended in 2x Laemmli sample 

buffer, boiled for 5 min and centrifuged at 7000 x g for 10 min. 

Proteins from supernatants were electrophoretically separated by 12% 

Sodium-dodecyl sulfate poly-acrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and 

transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane, which was blocked for 1 h in a 5% 

nonfat dried milk/Tris-buffered saline solution (50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 1 

mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 0.1% Tween 20, pH 7.5; TBST). 

The membrane was then incubated overnight at 4°C in the blocking solution 

containing either pAb-mmp1 at 1:3000 dilution or pAb-mmp2 at a 1:6000 dilution 

in TBST. Following overnight incubation with the primary antibody, the 

membrane was washed three times (10 min/wash) in TBST before being 

incubated with anti-rabbit IgG-horse reddish peroxidase (HRP) (Cell  Signaling  

Technology,  Danvers,  MA,  USA), at a dilution of 1:4000 for 2 h at RT. Finally, 

the membrane was treated for 1 min with SuperSignal West Pico 

chemiluminescent substrate (Pierce, Waltham, MA, USA). The immunoreactive 
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proteins were visualized by exposing the membrane to an x-ray film. Anti-b-actin-

peroxidase antibody (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) was used to detect 

actin as a loading control in each lane. 

 

R-MMP activity assays and rTIMP inhibition 

Recombinant AeMMP1 was activated via incubation with 1 mM APMA or 

with reaction buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2, pH 7.6) at 

37°C for 1 h. Twenty ng of activated rAeMMP1 was then incubated with 20 ng of 

HuTIMP3 (Anaspec, Fremont, CA), GM6001 (Millipore), or EDTA (Sigma-Aldrich) 

for 1 h at room temperature. FS-6 (Millipore) was added to a final concentration 

of 10 μM to the reaction buffer. Fluorescence intensities were measured at Ex = 

328 nm and Em = 393 nm with a Perkin-Elmer LS50B spectrometer. Each 

sample consisted of three independent biological replicates. 

 

Immunofluorescence assays 

Midguts were dissected from sugarfed or CHIKV-infected HWE females at 

96 h post-infection. A group of 10 midguts was fixed in 200 µl 4% p-formaldehyde 

(Sigma-Aldrich) for up to 1 week at 4°C. Midguts were washed three times with 

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and permeabilized with 200 µl PBT (1x PBS, 

1% bovine serum albumin, 0.2% Triton X-100) for 1 h on a rocker at room 

temperature. Samples of sugarfed mosquitoes were incubated overnight at 4°C 

in 100 µl pAb-mmp1 or pAb-mmp2 at a dilution of 1:100 in PBT. Samples were 

washed four times with 200 µl PBST (1x PBS, 0.1% Triton X-100) and incubated 
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at 37°C in the dark for 1.5 h with 100 µl anti-rabbit IgG Alexa Fluor 594 (Cell 

Signaling Technology) diluted 1:200 in PBT. Samples of CHIKV-infected 

mosquitoes were incubated overnight at 4°C with a mixture of anti-CHIKV 

monoclonal antibody [B1414] (Abcam, Cambridge, UK), diluted 1:100 and pAb- 

mmp1 or pAb-mmp2 at a dilution of 1:100 in PBT. Samples were washed four 

times with 200 µl PBST and incubated at 37°C in the dark for 1.5 h with 100 µl 

anti-mouse IgG Alexa Fluor 488 (Cell Signaling Technology), diluted 1:800 and 

anti-rabbit IgG Alexa Fluor 594 (Cell Signaling Technology) diluted 1:200 in PBT. 

To stain nuclei, 5 µl of a 0.5 µg/µl DAPI (Invitrogen) was added to each tube 

followed by incubation at RT for 30 min. Actin filaments of midguts not infected 

with CHIKV were stained with 200 µl of a 1 unit/ml solution of Alexa Fluor 

Phalloidin 488 (Invitrogen) for another 30 min at room temperature. After four 

washes with PBST, midguts were placed individually on glass slides, and 

mounted with Fluoromount-G (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA, USA). 

Samples were viewed and analyzed under an inverted spectral confocal 

microscope (TCP SP8 MP, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). 

 

Midgut sample preparation for SEM 

Unless otherwise stated, all reagents were purchased from Electron 

Microscopy Sciences (Hatfield, PA, USA) and all specimen preparation was 

performed at the Electron Microscopy Core Facility, University of Missouri. 

Midguts were dissected from HWE mosquitoes and fixed in 2% (v/v) 

paraformaldehyde, 2% (v/v) glutaraldehyde containing 100 mM sodium 
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cacodylate buffer, pH 7.35. Fixed tissues were rinsed with 100 mM sodium 

cacodylate buffer, pH 7.35 containing 130 mM sucrose and further rinsed with 

water. Secondary fixation was performed using 1% osmium tetroxide (Ted Pella, 

Redding, CA, USA) in cacodylate buffer followed by treatment in a Pelco 

Biowave (Ted Pella) operated at 100 Watts for 1 min. Specimens were next 

incubated at 4°C for 1 h, then rinsed with cacodylate buffer and thereafter with 

distilled water. Using the Pelco Biowave, a graded dehydration series (100 Watts 

for 40 seconds (s) per exchange) was performed using ethanol. Samples were 

dried using the Tousimis Autosamdri 815 critical point dryer (Tousimis, Rockville, 

MD, USA), and then sputter-coated with 10 nm of platinum using the EMS 150T-

ES Sputter Coater. Images were acquired with a FEI Quanta 600F environmental 

scanning electron microscope (FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA). 

 

Midgut sample preparation for TEM 

Mosquito midguts were dissected and fixed in 100 mM sodium cacodylate 

buffer, pH 7.35 supplemented with 2% (v/v) paraformaldehyde and 2% (v/v) 

glutaraldehyde. Each midgut sample was oriented and suspended in HistoGel 

(Thermo Scientific, Kalamazoo, MI, USA). Next, samples were rinsed with 100 

mM sodium cacodylate buffer, pH 7.35 (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) 

containing 130 mM sucrose. Secondary fixation of the sample was conducted in 

a Pelco Biowave operated at 100 Watts for 1 min using a 100 mM sodium 

cacodylate buffer supplemented with 1% osmium tetroxide. Specimens were 

incubated at 4°C for 1 h, then rinsed with cacodylate buffer followed by distilled 
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water. En bloc staining was performed using 1% aqueous uranyle acetate and 

incubation at 4°C overnight followed by rinsing with distilled water. Using the 

Pelco Biowave, a graded dehydration series (100 Watts for 40 s per exchange) 

was performed in which ethanol was initially used followed by transition to 

acetone before dehydrated specimens were finally infiltrated with Epon resin 

(250 Watt for 3 min) and polymerized at 60°C overnight. Sample sections were 

cut to a thickness of 85 nm using an ultra-microtome (Ultracut UCT, EM UC7, 

Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) equipped with a diamond knife 

(Diatome, Hatfield, PA, USA). Images were acquired with a JEOL JEM 1400 

transmission electron microscope (JEOL, Peabody, MA, USA) at 80 kV using a 

Gatan Ultrascan 1000 CCD camera (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA, USA). 

 

Analyzing chikungunya (CHIK) virion density in midgut epithelial cells and 

measuring midgut BL thickness in TEM images 

In each TEM micrograph, CHIK virions were counted and the surface area 

of the tissue containing virions was determined based upon the pixel size of each 

image using the software Gatan Microscopy Suite (Gatan). At least 18 TEM 

micrographs from three different midgut preparations were analyzed per time 

point. Thickness of the intact midgut BL was measured in several locations of 

three different midguts per time point. Measurements were conducted in zones 

absent of muscle tissue where the BL was often spliced and disorganized. BL 

measurements were based on the pixel size of each image as analyzed with the 

Gatan Microscopy Suite. 
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Midgut sample preparation for serial block face imaging via FIB-SEM 

Midgut samples were prepared following a modified version of the NCMIR 

protocols for three-dimensional EM with changes to the sample mounting 

procedure (185,186). Primary midgut sample fixation was carried out as 

described above for SEM and TEM sample preparations. Secondary sample 

fixation was performed using equal parts 4% (w/v) osmium tetroxide (Ted Pella) 

and 3% (w/v) potassium ferrocyanide in 100 mM cacodylate buffer, pH 7.35 

followed by treatment in a Pelco Biowave operated at 100 Watts for 1 min. 

Specimens were incubated on ice for 1 h, then first rinsed with cacodylate buffer 

and then with distilled water. Samples were then incubated at room temperature 

for 1 h in a 1% (w/v) thiocarbohydrazide solution followed by distilled water 

rinses. Rinsed tissues were incubated in an additional 2% (w/v) aqueous osmium 

tetroxide solution for 30 min at RT, then rinsed again with distilled water. Initial en 

bloc staining was performed using 1% (w/v) aqueous uranyl acetate and 

incubation at 4°C overnight followed by a finale rinse with distilled water. 

Additional en bloc staining was performed using Walton’s lead aspartate solution 

for 30 min at 60°C followed by additional distilled water rinses. Using the Pelco 

Biowave, a graded dehydration series (per exchange, 100 Watts for 40 s) was 

performed using ethanol followed by transitioning into acetone. Dehydrated 

tissues were then infiltrated with Durcupan ACM resin (250 Watt for 3 min) and 

polymerized at 60°C overnight. All samples were trimmed and sectioned to a 

thickness of 85 nm to be initially examined by TEM (JEOL JEM 1400 operated at 
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80 kV). This allowed for precise identification of virus-infected regions in the 

tissue and measurements were taken using landmarks that could be easily 

identified in the FIB-SEM. To ensure all FIB-SEM data were collected in a cross 

section, the tissue was mounted with the block face perpendicular to the stub 

surface. The area of interest was identified using the landmarks established in 

TEM and a 2 μm layer of platinum was deposited on the block face using the ion 

column. Next, the area of interest was polished using an ion beam setting of 30 

kV, 1 nA and 20 nm sections were subsequently removed from the sample using 

ion beam settings of 30 kV, 1 nA. FIB-SEM data was collected using a FEI Scios 

Analytical Dualbeam SEM operated at 2 kV with 0.2 nA current and equipped 

with a T1-BSE detector to capture the sample images. Using the Amira software 

suite v. 5.3.1 (FEI Visualization Science Group, Hillsboro, OR, USA), the 

recorded stack of 108 images from the sample was aligned and segmented to 

render the three-dimensional model. Based on the data obtained with the Amira 

software, the model was then graphically refined in Maxon Cinema 4D R19 

(MAXON Computer GmbH, Friedrichsdorf, Germany) using the software OTOY 

Octane Render V3 (OTOY Inc., Los Angeles, CA, USA). 

 

Generation of cDNA templates from viral RNA 

Mosquitoes orally infected with CHIKV or MAYV were dissected to 

separate midguts from their carcasses at 8, 24, 32, 48, 72, and 96 h pibm. Total 

RNA was extracted from mosquito midguts (10 midguts per pool) or carcasses 

(three carcasses per pool) using TRIzol reagent. Total RNA (1 μg) was reverse 
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transcribed using the SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis System (Life 

Technologies). The reaction components and thermal conditions were the 

following: 1 μg RNA was mixed with 2 μl of virus- and strand specific primer (10 

pmol/ μl; Table 2) and 2 μl of dNTP (10 mM) before being incubated at 65°C for 5 

min and snap cooled on ice. The heat denatured RNA was mixed with 4 μl of 5x 

reverse transcriptase (RT) buffer, 1 μl of 0.1 M dithiothreitol (DTT), 1 μl of reverse 

transcriptase (15 U/μl), and nuclease-free water to a final volume of 20 μl. The 

reaction mixture was incubated at 55°C for 60 min and inactivated at 85°C for 5 

min. 

 

Taqman qPCR assays for the virus-specific detection of plus- and minus-

strand RNAs 

Probes were custom-designed by Integrated DNA Technologies 

(Coralville, IA, USA) to detect viral plus- and minus-strand RNAs via Taqman 

qPCR. The Taqman probes contained a 5′ FAM reporter and two quenchers, 

ZEN and IABkFQ, located in the center and at the 3′ end of the molecule, 

respectively. The ZEN quencher aided in reducing background, and sensitivity of 

the probe. The oligonucleotide primers contained 5′ AT-rich flaps 

(5′AATAAATCATAA3′) to increase detection specificity (Table 2). The qPCR 

amplification was performed using the iTaq Universal Probes Supermix (Bio-Rad, 

Hercules, CA, USA). Each reaction had a total volume of 20 μl consisting of 10 μl  
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Table 2. Oligonucleotide primers used for Taqman qRT-PCR to detect CHIKV and 
MAYV cDNAs. Primers used for qPCR detection have 5’ at rich flaps not specific to 
virus sequence. 
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of 2x master mix, forward and reverse primers at a concentration of 900 nM, 2 μl 

of cDNA template, and the Taqman probe at a concentration of 250 nM. 

Amplification reactions were performed for 40 cycles under the following thermo-

cycling conditions: Initial denaturation at 95°C for 2 min, annealing at 60°C for 30 

s, and extension at 60°C for 30 s. The results were analyzed using standard 

curves, which were generated for the detection of CHIKV and MAYV viral RNAs 

by cloning cDNA segments of each virus containing the sequences of the qPCR 

primers and the probe into the pCR-2.1-TOPO TA plasmid vector (Invitrogen). 

DNA plasmid copy numbers were calculated based on their lengths and 

concentrations. For each qPCR assay, a new 10-fold dilution series of the 

standard curve was generated. Each sample consisted of three independent 

biological replicates. 

 

Saliva collection from individual mosquitoes   

Saliva was collected from individual MAYV challenged Ae. aegypti 

mosquitoes at 2, 4, 6, 7, and 12 days pibm using a forced salivation method. The 

proboscis of each female mosquito, whose wings and legs had been clipped off, 

was inserted into a 1 mm glass capillary tube filled with 3-5 µl Cargille Type B 

immersion oil (Cargille Laboratories, Cedar Grove, NJ, USA). After 40 min, saliva 

was collected from those capillaries in which droplets of saliva exuding from the 

proboscis were visible. Saliva samples were recovered from each capillary tube 

by centrifugation at 3,000 g for 5 min in a 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube containing 200 

µl sample processing buffer. After addition of another 200 µl of sample 
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processing buffer, each sample was vortexed and sterile-filtered using a 0.2 µm 

syringe filter (Pall Life Sciences). Virus from saliva samples was amplified in Vero 

cells seeded onto 24-well plates at ~90% confluency. Cell growth medium was 

removed before cells in each well were inoculated with 180 µl saliva samples for 

1 h at 37°C. Thereafter, 1 ml of DMEM supplemented with 7% FBS was added to 

each well. Cells were observed daily for the development of cytopathic effects 

(CPE) until 7 days pibm.  

Saliva samples of 10-day old Ae. albopictus CoMO females were collected 

at 3 days post-intrathoracic injection of 210 nl (= 700 pfu/ml) of MAYV TRVL 

4675 (passage 1 virus stock, titer: 6.0 x 106 pfu/ml) per female using the Nanoject 

II injection system (Drummond Scientific, Broomall, PA, USA). Saliva samples 

were processed and tested via amplification in Vero cells as described above. 

CPE in Vero cells was recorded at 7 days post-inoculation. Head tissues of 

individual females were collected and processed as described above to assess 

virus titers in plaque assays.   

 

Sequencing of viral genomes and phylogenetic analysis 

For both MAYV IQT 4235 and MAYV TRVL 4675, supernatant was 

harvested at 30-39 h post infection based on >50% CPE. Viral RNA was isolated 

from 280 µl of sample using the QIAamp Viral RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen). cDNA 

synthesis was performed using 1 µg of total RNA and the Superscript III First-

Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen) in combination with an oligo (dT)20 primer. 

Genome segments were amplified using AccuPrime Taq DNA Polymerase High 
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Fidelity (Invitrogen) and primer pairs designed to walk through the genome of 

each MAYV strain. PCR products were purified and Sanger sequenced at the 

DNA Core of the University of Missouri. 3’ RACE was performed with the 3’ 

RACE System for Rapid Amplification of DNA Ends kit (Invitrogen). Sequences 

were then assembled and aligned using the DNASTAR LaserGene Molecular 

Biology suite software (version 15). Phylogenetic analyses were conducted by 

aligning the full-length nucleotide sequences of 26 MAYV strains and comparing 

them using the Maximum Likelihood method based on the General Time 

Reversible model. Bootstrap values of 1000 were applied to analysis performed 

in MEGA X.  

 

qRT-PCR for virus-specific detection in samples containing mixed 

infections 

HWE females were exposed to bloodmeals that contained either MAYV-

IQT 4675 (titer: 3.3 x 106 pfu/ml), CHIKV 37997 (titer: 2.7 x 106 pfu/ml) or both 

viruses in combination. Another group of HWE mosquitoes received an initial 

bloodmeal containing either MAYV IQT 4675 or CHIKV 37997 followed by a 

subsequent bloodmeal at 6 days pibm containing the virus (either MAYV or 

CHIKV), which had not been initially acquired. Controls consisted of mosquito 

groups that were initially fed with bloodmeals consisting of either MAYV or 

CHIKV followed by non-infectious bloodmeals (a mixture of non-infected cell 

culture supernatant and defibrinated sheep blood at a 1:1 ratio) at 6 days pibm. 

Saliva samples of mosquitoes of both experimental groups were collected at 12 
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days pibm as described above except that 50 µl of saliva samples from five 

individuals were pooled together and then diluted in 750 µl TRIzol LS (Life 

Technologies) for total RNA extraction according to the manufacturer's 

instructions. cDNA synthesis was performed with 500 ng of extracted total RNA 

using the Superscript III First-Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen) and CHIKV 

and MAYV specific primers (Table 2). The multiplex qPCR reaction was 

performed using the iTaq Universal Probes Supermix (Bio-Rad) with a total 

reaction volume being 20 µl. Each reaction contained 2 µl of cDNA template, 

virus specific primers for both CHIKV and MAYV at a final concentration of 900 

nM, and a virus-specific probe for both CHIKV and MAYV at a final concentration 

of 250 nM (Table 2). qRT-PCR reactions were conducted using a StepOnePlus 

Real-Time PCR system (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). The 40-

cycle qRT-PCR program was as follows: denaturing at 95°C for 15 s, followed by 

a 1 min annealing and extension step at 60°C. Probes specific for either CHIKV 

or MAYV contained two distinct reporters, 5’ FAM or 5’JOE respectively, and two 

quenchers, ZEN located in the center of the probe and IABkFQ at its 3' end. qRT-

PCR results were analyzed based on standard curves that were generated by 

cloning a CHIKV or MAYV derived cDNA segment into the pCR-2.1-TOPO TA 

plasmid vector (Invitrogen). DNA plasmid copy numbers were calculated based 

on plasmid sizes and concentrations. Based on threshold cycle (Ct) values of the 

negative controls, Ct values that measured above 36.3 were deemed 

undetectable. Consequently, samples with Ct values > 36.3 were considered 
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negative for viral RNA. All samples consisted of three independent biological 

replicates. 

 

Statistical analyses 

Statistical analyses were performed using the GraphPad Prism (version 5) 

software suite. Median virus titers were analyzed using the Mann-Whitney U-test 

followed by the Kruskal-Wallis test. Infection rates were compared using Fisher's 

Exact test. BL thickness and CHIK virion densities were analyzed by One-way 

ANOVA across timepoints, followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison test. In the 

qRT-PCR experiments, data analysis was conducted using one-way analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test or using 

Dunn’s multiple comparison test to identify means that were significantly different 

from others. All tests were considered significant at p ≤ 0.05. 
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CHAPTER III 

Identification and Initial Characterization of Matrix 
Metalloproteinases in the Yellow Fever Mosquito, Aedes aegypti 
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Abstract 

Aedes aegypti is a major vector for arboviruses such as dengue, 

chikungunya and Zika viruses. During acquisition of a viremic bloodmeal, an 

arbovirus infects mosquito midgut cells before disseminating to secondary 

tissues, including the salivary glands. Once virus is released into the salivary 

ducts it can be transmitted to another vertebrate host. The midgut is surrounded 

by a basal lamina (BL) in the extracellular matrix, consisting of a proteinaceous 

mesh com- posed of collagen IV and laminin. BL pore size exclusion limit 

prevents virions from passing through. Thus, the BL probably requires 

remodeling via enzymatic activity to enable efficient virus dissemination. Matrix 

metalloproteinases (MMPs) are extracellular endopeptidases that are involved in 

remodeling of the extracellular matrix. Here, we describe and characterize the 

nine Ae. aegypti encoded MMPs, AeMMPs 1-9, which share common features 

with other invertebrate and vertebrate MMPs. Expression profiling in Ae. aegypti 

revealed that Aemmp4 and Aemmp6 were upregulated during metamorphosis, 

whereas expression of Aemmp1 and Aemmp2 increased during bloodmeal 

digestion. Aemmp1 expression was also upregulated in the presence of a 

bloodmeal containing chikungunya virus. Using polyclonal antibodies, AeMMP1 

and AeMMP2 were specifically detected in tissues associated with the mosquito 

midgut. 
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Introduction 

The yellow fever mosquito, Aedes aegypti, is a major vector for 

flaviviruses (family: Flaviviridae; genus: Flavivirus) such as dengue and Zika 

viruses, and alphaviruses (family: Togaviridae; genus: Alphavirus) such as 

chikungunya virus (CHIKV). These viruses are currently the most prevalent 

arboviruses that infect humans and are cocirculating in many regions of the 

tropical world (187,188). 

The arboviral disease cycle requires persistent infection of an arthropod 

vector before virus can be transmitted to a new vertebrate host (189). A mosquito 

acquires virus from a viremic host along with the bloodmeal. The bloodmeal 

enters the midgut and within several hours, virions will infect the epithelial cells 

lining the midgut. Hours later, virions disseminate from midgut epithelial cells to 

infect secondary tissues or cells, such as hemocytes, fat body, nerve tissue and 

eventually the salivary glands. Once these are infected, virus is released along 

with saliva when the mosquito is feeding on a vertebrate host. Like all epithelia, 

the midgut epithelium is lined with a basal lamina (BL), a sheet-like network of 

extracellular matrix (ECM) components including collagen IV, laminin and 

proteoglycans (116). The typical BL pore size exclusion limit in mosquitoes is 

only 10 nm, which is too small for flavivirus or alphavirus virions, which are 50-80 

nm in diameter, to pass through (121). Thus, it has been postulated that the BL 

needs to be remodeled, thereby increasing its pore size exclusion limit before 

virions can disseminate from the midgut to secondary tissues. This hypothesis is 

supported by observations with another model system, the lepidopteran insect 
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Trichoplusia ni and the baculovirus Autographa californica Multicapsid 

nucleopolyhedrovirus (AcMNPV), which also must overcome a midgut escape 

barrier in the caterpillar in order to establish a systemic infection (190,191). A 

midgut escape mechanism for AcMNPV has been proposed, which involves the 

activity of a viral fibroblast growth factor, matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and 

caspases, resulting in BL remodeling to enhance virus dissemination from the 

midgut. 

MMPs are expressed as zymogens with a characteristic domain structure 

consisting of a propeptide domain, a catalytic domain and a hemopexin domain 

(192). The propeptide domain is located at the N- terminus and contains a 

conserved cysteine residue within the amino acid (aa) sequence motif, 

PRCGXXD, known as the cysteine switch (CS), which helps to maintain an 

inactive MMP conformation. Upon activation of the enzyme, the propeptide 

domain is cleaved releasing the cysteine from a Zn2+ ion, allowing access to the 

catalytic domain (193). The catalytic domain is located downstream of the 

propeptide domain and is identified by the highly conserved amino acid 

sequence motif HEXGHXXGXXH, containing the Zn- binding site (194). The 

hemopexin domain is located at the C-terminus of the protein and is connected to 

the catalytic domain via a flexible linker region (195). The hemopexin domain 

plays a major role in substrate specificity (196,197). To date, there have been at 

least 23 human MMPs (HuMMPs) identified and characterized (128,198,199).  

Here, we examined nine putative MMPs found in the genome of Ae. 

aegypti. We analyzed the phylogenetic relationships of these Ae. aegypti MMPs 
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(AeMMPs) with those of other arthropods and the well-described HuMMPs. We 

used quantitative reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) to conduct expression 

profiling of Aemmp genes during metamorphosis, bloodmeal digestion and 

arbovirus infection using CHIKV as a model. Antibodies to two AeMMPs, which 

are overexpressed during bloodmeal digestion were produced to analyze their 

expression at the protein level in Western blots and in situ. 

 

Results 

Identification of MMPs in the genome of Ae. aegypti 

Searches of the genome sequence of Ae. aegypti in VectorBase (AaegL3) 

revealed the presence of nine putative AeMMP genes, which we are designating 

Aemmp1-9 according to homologies with other arthropod MMPs and the order of 

their gene accession numbers in VectorBase (Table 3). Aemmp1 and Aemmp2 

are orthologues of mmp1 and mmp2 of Ixodes scapularis, Drosophila 

melanogaster, Bombyx mori, Tribolium castaneum, Anopheles gambiae, Culex 

quinquefasciatus and Aedes albopictus, respectively. Aemmp3 is an orthologue 

of mmp3 of T. castaneum, An. gambiae, Cx. quinquefasciatus and Ae. 

albopictus. With the exception of Aemmp2 (chromosome 3) and Aemmp3 

(chromosome 1), all AeMMP genes are encoded on chromosome 2. For 

Aemmp9, a chromosome location could not be identified. AeMMPs predict similar 

lengths as HuMMPs (261-707 aa), with AeMMP3 (605 aa) and AeMMP9 (273 

aa) having the longest and shortest amino acid sequences, respectively (Table 

3). Five of the nine AeMMPs contain the signature propeptide, catalytic and 
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hemopexin domains, whereas AeMMP9 is a truncated copy of AeMMP1, lacking 

the hemopexin domain (Fig. 4A). Generally, the catalytic domains of MMPs are 

highly conserved, whereas propeptide and hemopexin domains typically show 

high levels of divergence (192,197). Alignment of the propeptide domains of the 

AeMMPs showed the presence of a CS motif (Fig. 4B). Even though the CS 

motifs of AeMMPs vary slightly from the canonical mammalian CS motif, 

PRCGXXD, they all contain the conserved cysteine residue at or nearby aa 

position 80. Other MMPs such as HuMMP28 also encode a variation of the 

canonical CS motif without compromising their function (200). In addition, 

AeMMP1, AeMMP3, AeMMP6, AeMMP7 and AeMMP9 contain a putative RXXR 

furin cleavage site. Alignment of the catalytic domains revealed that the MMP 

hallmark amino acid sequence motif HEXGHXXGXXH was present in all nine 

AeMMPs (Fig. 4C). All AeMMPs, except AeMMP9, possess a flexible linker 

region that links the catalytic domain to the C-terminal hemopexin domain. 

Further, AeMMP1 is the only AeMMP that appears to be membrane-associated 

as it is predicted to possess a GPI anchor (based on in silico prediction using the 

web-based tool GPI-Som: http:// genomics.unibe.ch/cgi-bin/gpi.cgi?ref5 1&id). 

We also noticed that Aemmp2 had been incorrectly annotated in VectorBase. We 

performed 5’  
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Table 3. Identification and designation of putative matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) genes in the 
genome of Ae. aegypti based on VectorBase searches. 

*Based on supercontig mapping data (Juneja et al., 2014; Timoshevsky et al., 2014). 
†Aa, Aedes albopictus; Ag, Anopheles gambiae; B, Bombyx mori; C, Culex quinquefasciatus; D, 
Drosophila melanogaster; I, Ixodes scapularis; T, Tribolium castaneum. 
‡aa, amino acids. 
§aa sequence determination and transcript length are based on 5’ rapid amplification of cDNA 
ends data shown in Fig. 5 
¶mRNA transcript was detectable by RT-PCR. 
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Figure 4. Characterization of the functional domains of Aedes aegypti matrix metalloproteinases 
(AeMMPs). 
(A) Mapping of key domains for AeMMPs1–9. (B) Amino acid sequence alignment of the 
propeptide domains of AeMMPs. Cysteine switch (CS) motifs are highlighted in red; a canonical 
CS motif from a vertebrate MMP is shown for comparison. In bold, conserved residues. (C) 
Amino acid sequence alignment of the catalytic domains of AeMMPs. In bold, conserved residues 
of the zinc-binding motif of the catalytic domain; underlined, conserved methionine outside the 
zinc binding motif providing a hydrophobic base for zinc ion interaction. Catalytic domain amino 
acid sequences of Drosophila melanogaster MMP1 (DmMMP1) and human MMP9 
(HuMMP9) are included for comparison. Abbreviations: RXXR, furin cleavage site; GPI, 
glycosylphosphatidylinositol. 
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rapid amplification of cDNA ends (5’ RACE) for Aemmp2 and discovered that the 

translational start site is located at the end of exon 4 (Fig. 5). Also, when aligning 

the amino acid sequence of AeMMP2 with its homologue from Ae. albopictus 

(AaMMP2), it became obvious that according to its annotation in VectorBase, 

AeMMP2 but not AaMMP2, contains 120 additional N-terminal amino acids. 

Regardless, AeMMP2, similar to AeMMP5 and AeMMP8, lacks a propeptide 

domain. In summary, five of the nine AeMMPs that we have annotated possess 

the typical domains found in most MMPs (propeptide, catalytic and hemopexin 

domains), whereas three of them lack the propeptide, and one lacks the 

hemopexin domain, demonstrating a high level of diversity within this protein 

family in mosquitoes. 

 

Similarity of AeMMPs with MMPs of humans and other arthropods 

Maximum likelihood phylogenetic analyzes based on nucleotide 

sequences revealed that arthropods such as D. melanogaster, B. mori, T. 

castaneum, I. scapularis and mosquitoes (An. gambiae, Cx. quinquefasciatus 

and Ae. albopictus) all possess orthologues of Aemmp1 and Aemmp2 (Fig. 6A). 

T. castaneum and mosquitoes also share orthologues of Aemmp3. Apparently, 

the Culex and Aedes genomes underwent a further MMP gene expansion, with 

Culex having five additional MMPs, three of which are orthologous between Ae. 

aegypti and Cx. quinquefasciatus, and Aedes spp. possessing up to seven 

additional MMPs (Fig. 6A, B). All arthropod MMPs cluster together but separately 

from the mammalian MMPs, with the arthropod  
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Figure 5. Determination of the translational start site of the AeMMP2 gene by 5’RACE. 

Based on 5’ RACE, the ATG start site of Aemmp2 (AAEL000788) coding sequence is located in 
the 4th exon (5’ to3’) of the currently annotated gene in VectorBase. In red: original amino acid 
sequence based on the current annotation of AeMMP2; in black: amino acid sequence of 
AeMMP2 based on 5’ RACE results. 
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MMP1 being most similar to HuMMPs. We performed a second maximum 

likelihood phylogenetic study comparing the MMP nucleotide sequences between 

Ae. aegypti and Ae. albopictus (Fig. 6B). It became apparent that all AeMMPs 

are homologues to those of Ae. albopictus (AaMMPs). AeMMP9 is an exception 

as it is a duplication of AeMMP1 but lacking the hemopexin domain. In Ae. 

albopictus, MMP genes underwent further expansion as there are two AaMMP 

genes homologous to Aemmp4 and two homologous to Aemmp3. The Ae. 

albopictus genome contains another nucleotide sequence, which is homologous 

to that of Aemmp1; however, the sequence only encodes the hemopexin domain 

(lacking catalytic and propeptide domains) and cannot be considered a functional 

MMP. Those MMPs of Cx. quinquefasciatus and Ae. albopictus that are 

homologous to AeMMP2, AeMMP5 and AeMMP8 also lack a propeptide domain. 

 

Expression profiles of AeMMP genes during different life stages of Ae. 

aegypti and in females that received a CHIKV-containing bloodmeal 

We analyzed AeMMP mRNA expression levels during different mosquito 

life stages via qRT-PCR and compared transcript abundances to those of sugar-

fed female mosquitoes. We only detected expression of four of the nine AeMMP 

genes: Aemmp1, Aemmp2, Aemmp4 and Aemmp6 (Fig. 7 and data not shown). 

Generally, Aemmp1 and Aemmp2 exhibited low expression levels in the 

mosquito, not changing more than 10- fold irrespective of the developmental 

stage of the mosquito. Aemmp1 was highly expressed in males and upregulated 

in females at 72 h post blood meal (hpbm). Aemmp1 expression also responded  
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Figure 6. Phylogenetic relationships of Aedes aegypti matrix metalloproteinases (AeMMPs) with 
human and other arthropod MMPs. 
Maximum likelihood phylogeny for (A) arthropod and human MMPs and (B) for AeMMPs and 
Aedes albopictus (Aa)MMPs based on nucleotide sequences from which the linker encoding 
sequences (between catalytic and hemopexin motifs) have been removed. Bootstrap values 
greater than 59 are shown and indicate support as a percentage of 1000 replicates. Scale bars 
represent 0.2 (A) and 0.1 (B) substitutions per site. Species used for analysis: Ixodes scapularis 
(ISCW), Anopheles gambiae (AGAP), Culex quinquefasciatus (CPIJ), Ae. aegypti (AAEL), Aedes 
albopictus (AALF). 
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Figure 7. Expression profiles Aemmp1, Aemmp2, Aemmp4, and Aemmp6 during different life 
stages of Ae. aegypti.  
Total RNA was extracted from HWE mosquitoes at different life-cycle stages and from whole-
body females, which had received a sugarmeal or a bloodmeal (4–96 hpbm). Relative fold-
change transcript abundance was analyzed by quantitative reverse transcription PCR for each 
AeMMP gene by normalizing reads against the abundance of ribosomal protein S7 transcripts. 
Values were then set in relation to the gene expression level in sugar-fed females (baseline value 
= 1 relative fold-change). Mean values with SD from three independent experiments are shown. 
Statistical analysis was performed using a one-way analysis of variance followed by Tukey’s 
multiple comparisons test (*,P£0.05; **, P£0.005; ***, P£0.0005; ****, P£0.0001). 
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to the presence of CHIKV (titer in the bloodmeal: 107 plaque-forming units 

(pfu)/ml) with significantly increased gene expression in midguts at 48 h post 

infection and in carcasses at 96 h post infection (Fig. 8). Aemmp2 was most 

highly expressed in early pupae and males, and was upregulated in females at 

72 and 96 hpbm (Fig. 7). However, Aemmp2 expression in either mosquito 

midguts or carcasses did not significantly respond to the presence of CHIKV (Fig. 

8). 

Aemmp4 and Aemmp6 were significantly upregulated at earlier stages of 

mosquito development.  Aemmp4 was 100- to 1000-fold upregulated between 

early larva and late pupa stages, whereas Aemmp6 was upregulated 22-fold 

during the late larval stage of development. Expression levels of Aemmp4 and 

Aemmp6 were not significantly increased in the adult stage irrespectively of 

whether mosquitoes had received a sugarmeal, a virus-free bloodmeal or a 

bloodmeal containing CHIKV (Figs 5 and 6). The only exception was the 

significant (albeit only ~2-fold) upregulation of Aemmp6 in carcasses of CHIKV-

infected mosquitoes at 96 h post infection. Our observations support the 

hypothesis that Aemmp4 and Aemmp6 may be predominantly involved in tissue 

remodeling during metamorphosis, whereas Aemmp1 and Aemmp2 were 

responsive to bloodmeal digestion in the female. Aemmp1 expression was also 

significantly increased in midguts and carcasses when CHIKV was present in the 

bloodmeal. 
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Figure 8. Expression profiles for Aemmp1, Aemmp2, Aemmp4, and Aemmp6 in midguts and 
carcasses of Ae. aegypti females after a non-infectious or CHIKV containing bloodmeal. 
Total RNA was extracted at 24, 48 and 96 h post-feeding from midguts and carcasses of HWE 
mosquitoes, which had received a sugarmeal, a bloodmeal diluted (1:1) with non-infected cell 
culture medium or a bloodmeal diluted (1:1) with culture medium from CHIKV-infected Vero cells 
(titer in the bloodmeal: 107 plaque-forming units pfu/ml). Relative fold-change transcript 
abundance was analysed by quantitative reverse transcription PCR for each AeMMP gene by 
normalizing reads against the abundance of ribosomal protein S7 transcripts. Values were then 
set in relation to the gene expression level in sugar-fed midguts (baseline value = 1 relative 
fold-change). Mean values with SD from three independent experiments are shown. Statistical 
analysis was performed using a one-way analysis of variance followed by Tukey’s multiple 
comparisons test (*, P£0.05; **, P£0.005). 
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Detection of AeMMP1 and AeMMP2 proteins in midguts of Ae. aegypti 

Polyclonal antibodies, pAb-mmp1 and pAb-mmp2, were produced against 

short peptides derived from the hemopexin domains of AeMMP1 and AeMMP2, 

respectively. In Western blots, pAb-mmp1 and pAb-mmp2 detected their 

corresponding antigens when expressed as recombinant proteins in Escherichia 

coli (Fig. 9). Two band signals detected by pAb-mmp1 corresponded to 

molecular masses of ~75 and ~60 kDa and two band signals detected by pAb-

mmp2 were around 75 and 65 kDa. Taking the N-terminal protein tag sequences 

(Trx-tag, S-tag and His-tag) originating from the expression vector [pET- 32a(+)] 

into account, the 75 kDa band signals of AeMMP1 and AeMMP2 corresponded 

to the molecular masses of the complete AeMMP proteins; the predicted 

molecular masses of the three plasmid-derived tags, AeMMP1 and AeMMP2 

were 15, 63 and 60 kDa, respectively. Detection of AeMMP2 with an anti-His-tag 

Ab (pAb-HisTag) resulted in a signal pattern similar to that detected with pAb-

mmp2, whereas pAb-HisTag failed to detect AeMMP1 recombinant protein. pAb-

mmp1 and pAb-mmp2 did not detect heterologous antigen or antigen in non-

Isopropyl b-D-1- thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) induced bacterial cultures. 

Furthermore, antigen detected by the preimmune serum (with similar intensities 

in IPTG- or non-induced cultures) was distinct from that detected by pAb-mmp1 

and pAb-mmp2. These observations suggest that both antibodies specifically 

detected their homologous AeMMP antigens. 
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Figure 9.  Validation of polyclonal antibodies pAb-mmp1 and pAb-mmp2. 

Polyclonal antibodies pAb-mmp1 and pAb-mmp2 (in comparison to pAb-HisTag or preimmune 
serum) used to detect recombinant AeMMP1-His and AeMMP2-His following IPTG-mediated 
induction/no induction of recombinant protein production. Data in the figure are representative of 
experiments that have been repeated three times.    
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In midguts of Ae. aegypti, AeMMP1 was detected with similar intensities at 

24 and 72 hpbm or CHIKV infection (virus titer in the bloodmeal: 107 pfu/ml) (Fig. 

10A). At 48 hpbm/CHIKV infection, AeMMP1 antigen seemed to be less 

abundant, although the b-actin loading control was also slightly reduced. Two 

band signals with molecular masses of 50 and 37 kDa were detected in mosquito 

midgut extracts by pAb-mmp1. According to molecular mass predications, the 50 

kDa band possibly corresponded to the zymogen form of AeMMP1, whereas the 

37 kDa band could represent its active form after cleavage of its ~15 kDa 

propeptide domain. This indicates that upon its expression in midguts, AeMMP1 

may be rapidly proteolytically processed, for example via furin cleavage (see also 

Fig. 4A) as has been observed for AgMT-MMP1 in mosquito cells (140). pAb-

mmp2 detected in midgut tissue two closely migrating band signals of around 75 

and 70 kDa, which were larger than the predicted molecular mass of AeMMP2 

protein (Fig. 10B). We speculate that post-translational modifications such as 

protein glycosylation could account for this molecular mass discrepancy. 

AeMMP2 antigen was less detectable at 24 and 48 hpbm compared to 72 hpbm 

or in midguts of sugar-fed mosquitoes. Similar to AeMMP1, the presence of 

CHIKV did not obviously affect the abundance of AeMMP2 antigen.  
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Figure 10. Detection of AeMMP1 and AeMMP2 antigens by Western blot analysis. 
(A) Western blot detection of AeMMP1 antigen by pAb-mmp1 and (B) AeMMP2 antigen by 
pAb-mmp2 in midguts of mosquitoes that had received a sugarmeal, a bloodmeal diluted 1:1 
with non-infected cell culture medium or a bloodmeal diluted 1:1 with chikungunya virus 
(CHIKV)-infected cell culture medium (titer in the bloodmeal: 107 plaque-forming units pfu/ml) at 
24, 48 and 72 h postfeeding (BF). β-actin was used as a loading control. Molecular masses in 
kDa are indicated. Data in the figure are representative of experiments that were repeated 
twice. 
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AeMMP1 is enzymatically active in vitro 

We established the catalytic activity of recombinant AeMMP1 in vitro. After 

treatment with proMMP activator 4-aminophenylmercuic acetate (AMPA) 

recombinant AeMMP1 was incubated with a generic MMP substrate, FS-6. The  

peptide MCA-Lys-Pro-Leu-Gly-Leu-DNP-Dpa-Ala-Arg-NH2, or FS-6, is a 

fluorogenic substrate with improved kinetic properties for several MMPs including 

HuMMP1(201). Recombinant AeMMP1 was able to cleave this substrate in vivo 

and the catalytic activity was able to be diminished when the broad spectrum 

MMP inhibitor GM6001 was introduced (Fig. 11 A,B). Recombinant AeMMP1 

activity was also inhibited by EDTA and by human Tissue Inhibitor of MMP 

(TIMP)3,  which is the closest homolog of the single TIMP encoded in the Ae. 

aegypti genome.  

 

Localization of AeMMP1 and AeMMP2 in midguts via IFA 

In immunofluorescence assays, AeMMP1 was detected in epithelial tissue 

of the midgut and in midgut-associated muscle fibers but not in tracheal cells, 

whereas AeMMP2 was only detectable in midgut- associated tracheal cells (Fig. 

12). Acquisition of a bloodmeal or the presence of CHIKV in the bloodmeal did 

not obviously affect the abundance of either AeMMP antigen in midgut-

associated tissues or the tissue specificity of either AeMMP (Fig. 13). AeMMP1 

antigen, like CHIKV antigen, was associated with epithelial tissue and both 

antigens co-localized in the tissue at 96 h post infection. AeMMP2 antigen was 

not detected in epithelial cells where CHIKV infection occurred. 
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Figure 11. Kinetics of recombinant AeMMP1 activity in an in vitro MMP activity assay using FS-6 
as substrate. 
(A) 20 ng of rAeMMP1 were preincubated with 1 mM proMMP activator 4-aminophenylmercuric 
acetate (AMPA) or reaction buffer for 1 h before start of the activity assay. Blank, rAeMMP1: cell 
culture medium transfected with "empty" plasmid vector and rAeMMP1 expression plasmid, 
respectively; blank 1 h, rAeMMP1 1 h: medium was preincubated for 1 h with 1 mM AMPA before 
FS-6 substrate incubation. (B) Kinetics of GM6001, EDTA or HuTIMP3-mediated inhibition of 
rAeMMP1. 20 ng of HuTIMP3, 0.4 mM GM6001, 2.5 mM GM6001, or 2.5 mM EDTA were 
preincubated with 10 ng of rAeMMP1 at RT for 2 h followed by addition of FS-6 substrate. The 
fluorescence intensity was measured every 20 min. 
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Figure 12. Detection of AeMMP1 and AeMMP2 antigens in midguts of sugar-fed Ae. aegypti by 
IFA. 
Midguts were incubated with either (A) Polyclonal antibody (pAb)-mmp1, (B) pAb-mmp2 or (C) 
control with no pAb-mmp in an immunofluorescence assays using Alexa Fluor 594 labelled (red) 
antirabbit IgG as secondary antibody. Cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue) and actin was 
stained with Alexa Fluor Phalloidin 488 (green). White and yellow arrows indicate midgut-
associated tracheal cells and muscle fibres, respectively. Scale bars: (A, B)=10 µm, (C) = 50 µm. 
Confocal microscopy was performed using an inverted spectral confocal microscope (TCP SP8 
MP, Leica Microsystems). Selected images are representative of six replicates. 
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Figure 13. Detection of AeMMP1 and AeMMP2 antigens in midguts of chikungunya virus 
(CHIKV)-infected Ae. aegypti by IFA.  
Midguts were incubated with (A, B) anti-CHIKV monoclonal antibody (mAb-CHIKV) at 96 h 
postinfection and either (A) polyclonal antibody (pAb)-mmp1, (B) pAb-mmp2 or (C) control with 
no mAb-CHIKV or pAb-mmp in an immunofluorescence assay using Alexa Fluor 488 labelled 
(green) antimouse IgG and Alexa Fluor 594 labelled (red) antirabbit IgG as secondary antibodies. 
Cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bars=25 µm. Confocal microscopy was 
performed using an inverted spectral confocal microscope (TCP SP8 MP, Leica Microsystems). 
Selected images are representative of three replicates. 
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Discussion 

In this study, we initially characterized the MMPs of Ae. aegypti to identify 

those that may play a role in midgut BL remodeling during bloodmeal digestion 

and arbovirus dissemination. Arthropods have two to three MMPs in common, 

whereas mosquitoes of the subfamily Culicinae that have been examined so far 

possess an additional five (Cx. quinquefasciatus) to seven (Ae. albopictus) 

MMPs, which all are evolutionally distinct from HuMMPs. In Ae. aegypti, the 

majority of the nine MMPs contained the canonical propeptide, catalytic and 

hemopexin domains. Generally, propeptide and hemopexin domains are highly 

variable amongst MMPs and those of Ae. aegypti are no exception (192,197). In 

contrast, the catalytic domains were highly similar amongst AeMMPs. This may 

be an indication that according to hemopexin and propeptide domain diversities, 

each AeMMP is targeting a specific type of extracellular substrate and is 

activated under a specific circumstance (137,202).  

Overall, MMP activity is tightly regulated at several levels; at the 

transcriptional level (MMP expression), via propeptide cleavage (MMP 

activation), via interaction with a tissue inhibitor of MMP protein (TIMP; MMP 

inhibition) and eventually through protease degradation (124). The Ae. aegypti 

genome, like that of other arthropods, encodes a single TIMP gene 

(AAEL013525), which is most similar to human TIMP3 (137,196,203,204). In 

qRT-PCR experiments, we obtained expression data based on fold-change in 

transcript abundance for four of the nine AeMMP genes: Aemmp1, Aemmp2, 

Aemmp4 and Aemmp6. For the remaining five AeMMP genes, transcripts were 
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not detected by reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) in whole-body mosquitoes 

after testing several gene-specific primer combinations (data not shown). Specific 

detection of Aemmp9 was not possible as its nucleotide sequence, although 

being truncated, is nearly identical to that of Aemmp1. A previous whole-

transcriptome analysis (RNA-seq) showed that Aemmp3, Aemmp5, Aemmp7 and 

Aemmp8 were expressed in whole-body females of the Liverpool strain of Ae. 

aegypti; however, Aemmp3 and Aemmp8 exhibited only very low expression 

levels, hardly exceeding 10 fragments per kilobase of transcript per million 

mapped reads (205). Our qRT-PCR analysis supports the conclusion that 

Aemmp4 and Aemmp6 expression was strongly induced during metamorphosis, 

whereas Aemmp1 and Aemmp2 expression was induced in the female during 

bloodmeal digestion. Thus, AeMMP1 and AeMMP2 could potentially be involved 

in the dissemination process of CHIKV from the midgut. This prompted us to 

produce antibodies specific to each of the two AeMMPs, allowing us to further 

analyze their presence and activity in specific tissues at the protein level. 

The Drosophila orthologue of AeMMP1 is secreted whereas the An. 

gambiae orthologue of AeMMP1 is alternatively spliced and either 

transmembrane-linked (MT-MMP) to be expressed in epithelial tissues when 

possessing a C-terminal GPI anchor or secreted from hemocytes of the mosquito 

when lacking the GPI anchor (133,140). Our study did not reveal that Ae. 

aegypti, like An. gambiae, expresses two isoforms of MMP1; however, according 

to in silico prediction tools, AeMMP1 possesses a GPI anchor. Functional 

analysis of D. melanogaster MMP1 (DmMMP1) and AgMT-MMP1 revealed that 
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both are involved in basement membrane remodeling, including 

fibronection/collagen IV degradation, tissue repair and wound healing 

(133,135,206–208). Upregulation of DmMMP1 during wound healing occurs via 

the extracellularly regulated jun N-terminal kinase signaling pathway.  

In An. gambiae, AgMT-MMP1 responded strongly to Plasmodium ookinete 

invasion of midgut epithelial cells and also to nonparasite-containing bloodmeal 

acquisition (140). Changes in AgMT-MMP1 activity were manifested not only at 

the transcriptional level but also at the level of zymogen cleavage and subcellular 

activation. As ookinete invasion leads to tissue damage, AgMT-MMP1 may be 

strongly activated to facilitate wound healing. Furthermore, AgMT-MMP1 activity 

may be required to enable midgut tissue overstretching during bloodmeal 

acquisition and/or tissue regeneration following bloodmeal digestion (140). 

Arboviruses such as CHIKV have not yet been observed to actively penetrate 

and damage the ECM during their infection cycle in the mosquito vector. 

However, midgut infection and dissemination of arboviruses are associated with 

the ingestion of a bloodmeal.  CHIKV dissemination from the midgut has been 

observed as early as 24 h postoral acquisition of the virus, a time point at which 

the epithelial tissue of the blood-filled midgut was still over- stretched (14). Thus, 

it appears that the virus was already disseminating from the midgut before 

transcriptional upregulation of Aemmp1 had reached its peak, which occurred at 

around 72 hpbm, a time point at which the bloodmeal was already digested. 

Similarly, Aemmp2 expression levels were significantly increased in blood-fed 

mosquitoes towards the end of bloodmeal digestion with increased gene 
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expression occurring outside the midgut. In situ studies showed that AeMMP1 

was abundant in midgut epithelial cells and muscle fibers whereas AeMMP2 

was associated with tracheal cells. Both AeMMP antigens were readily 

detected in midgut tissues of sugar-fed mosquitoes and antigen abundance did 

not seemingly increase over a 96-h period following ingestion of a bloodmeal 

containing (or not containing) CHIKV with the exception of AeMMP2 at 72 

hpbm. Based on these observations, we speculate that at the end of bloodmeal 

digestion, increased AeMMP1 and AeMMP2 production may have occurred in 

tissues outside the midgut epithelium for potential ECM remodeling required after 

the bloodmeal digestion process to restore overexpanded tissues to their original 

size. Although we do not see evidence of AeMMP upregulation until late during 

bloodmeal digestion, we cannot rule out the possibility that AeMMP activity may 

be essential for CHIKV dissemination from the midgut. Additional, functional 

studies will be needed to test these hypotheses. 
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CHAPTER IV 
 

Ultrastructural Analysis of Chikungunya Virus Dissemination 
from the Midgut of the Yellow Fever Mosquito, Aedes aegypti 
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Abstract 

The transmission cycle of chikungunya virus (CHIKV) requires that 

mosquito vectors get persistently infected with the virus, following its oral 

acquisition from a vertebrate host. The mosquito midgut is the initial organ that 

gets infected with orally acquired CHIKV. Following its replication in the midgut 

epithelium, the virus exits the midgut and infects secondary tissues including the 

salivary glands before being transmitted to another host. Here, we investigate the 

pattern of CHIKV dissemination from the midgut of Aedes aegypti at the 

ultrastructural level. Bloodmeal ingestion caused overstretching of the midgut 

basal lamina (BL), which was disrupted in areas adjacent to muscles surrounding 

the midgut as shown by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Using both 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and focused ion beam scanning 

electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) to analyze midgut preparations, mature 

chikungunya (CHIK) virions were found accumulating at the BL and within 

strands of the BL at 24–32 h post-infectious bloodmeal (pibm). From 48 h pibm 

onwards, virions no longer congregated at the BL and became dispersed 

throughout the basal labyrinth of the epithelial cells. Ingestion of a subsequent, 

non-infectious bloodmeal caused mature virions to congregate again at the 

midgut BL. Our study suggests that CHIKV needs a single replication cycle in the 

midgut epithelium before mature virions directly traverse the midgut BL during a 

relatively narrow time window, within 48 h pibm. 
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Introduction 

Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) is an Old World alphavirus 

(family: Togaviridae) belonging to the Semliki Forest virus sero-complex (22). 

Originating from Africa, the virus is also highly prevalent in Southeast Asia, 

including the Indian subcontinent (187,209). At the end of 2013, CHIKV emerged 

in the Western Hemisphere, initially in the Caribbean followed by outbreaks in 

Brazil (210,211). Meanwhile, the virus has been reported in most countries of 

South and Central America, including sporadic incidences in the southern United 

States. Typical chikungunya (CHIK) disease symptoms in humans include febrile 

illness, rash, myalgia, joint swelling, and arthralgia, which can be long-lasting 

(187). Like all other alphaviruses, CHIKV is mosquito-borne, with Aedes 

aegypti and Ae. albopictus functioning as the principal CHIKV vectors in urban 

transmission cycles. 

A mosquito needs to be persistently infected with an arbovirus, such as 

CHIKV, in order to transmit the virus to susceptible hosts. The mosquito midgut 

consists of a single layer of epithelial cells surrounded at the basal side by a 

multi-stranded basal lamina (BL) predominantly consisting of laminin and 

collagen IV (114,115,189). The anterior portion of the midgut takes part in sugar 

absorption whereas the posterior region is responsible for bloodmeal digestion. 

Following the ingestion of a viremic bloodmeal from a CHIKV infected human, the 

virus enters the lumen of the mosquito midgut wherein the bloodmeal is digested. 

Before the bloodmeal is surrounded by the peritrophic matrix, virions need to 
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enter the midgut epithelial cells via receptor-mediated endocytosis (189,212). At 

the ultrastructural level, the following zones can be distinguished in a cross 

section through a midgut epithelial cell: prominent microvilli for nutrient uptake at 

the luminal side, an endoplasmic reticulum (ER) surrounding the nucleus, and a 

prominent basal labyrinth, which is a network of intracellular spaces located 

towards the cell’s basal side adjacent to the BL (106,114,115,189,213). 

The mechanism underlying the viral exit from the midgut is not well 

understood (121,150,189). Most of the previous ultrastructural studies in which 

arbovirus dissemination from the midgut was investigated were conducted 

with Culex spp., which had been infected with flaviviruses, alphaviruses, or 

bunyaviruses (144,149,214–218). Flaviviruses, such as St. Louis encephalitis 

virus (SLEV) or West Nile virus (WNV), and bunyaviruses, such as Rift Valley 

fever virus (RVFV), employ different replication and virion assembly strategies in 

an infected cell than alphaviruses (219,220). Earlier observations also suggested 

that alphaviruses in general disseminate more rapidly from the mosquito midgut 

than flaviviruses or bunyaviruses (215,221). Other ultrastructural studies on 

alphavirus mosquito infections did not focus on the viral dissemination 

mechanism (222–228). Apart from exiting the posterior midgut through the BL, 

several studies describe that arboviruses also infect the anterior midgut region, 

including the intussuscepted foregut/cardia (144,229–234). However, the role of 

intussuscepted foregut/cardia infection in virus dissemination to secondary 

tissues is not clear (189) and so far, infection of these tissues with CHIKV has 

not been reported. 
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Numerous reports describe the phenomenon of a midgut escape barrier 

causing virus dissemination from the mosquito midgut to be inefficient or delayed 

although the midgut epithelium is strongly infected (214,235–239). Furthermore, 

the BL surrounding the midgut has been proposed as the principal barrier to 

arbovirus dissemination, including that of CHIKV (121,150,240). The pore size 

exclusion limit for the BL of a mosquito midgut has been estimated to be just 10 

nm, whereas CHIK virions have a diameter of 60–70 nm (106,121,212,241,242). 

Thus, in order for virions to pass through the BL, its pore size exclusion limit 

needs to be (at least temporarily) enlarged. Recently, we investigated the role of 

matrix-metalloproteinases (MMPs) as a group of enzymes potentially involved in 

BL remodeling during bloodmeal digestion and CHIKV dissemination from the 

mosquito midgut (150,240,243). Our group has also demonstrated the principal 

barrier character of the BL to CHIKV. Intrathoracically injected virus was plausibly 

unable to infect the midgut of sugarfed mosquitoes and virions therefore 

accumulated at the basal (hemocoel) side of the midgut-surrounding BL (150). 

The female mosquito deposits an ingested sugarmeal into her crop instead of 

directing it immediately to the midgut. However, intrathoracically injected CHIK 

virions were readily able to infect the midgut epithelium when there was a 

bloodmeal present in the midgut lumen. Furthermore, substituting a bloodmeal 

for a protein (bovine serum albumin) or saline (phosphate buffer saline) meal did 

not negatively affect the ability of orally acquired CHIKV to disseminate from the 

midgut (240). Taken together, these observations allow the conclusion that 
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stretching of the gut tissue may be the critical factor causing the BL to become 

permissive for the virus. 

The purpose of this study was to closely observe the dissemination 

pattern of CHIKV from the midgut over time at the ultrastructural level. We used 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to visualize to what extent bloodmeal 

ingestion caused overstretching and damage to the midgut BL. We conducted a 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) based time course study to reveal 

whether or not CHIK virions continuously disseminated from the midgut and 

which route of dissemination the virus utilized in Ae. aegypti. Using a focused ion 

beam scanning electron microscope (FIB-SEM) to perform three-dimensional 

tomography (244–248), we visually confirmed the midgut escape route of CHIKV. 

We investigated the effect of a consecutive (non-infectious) bloodmeal on the 

dissemination of CHIKV, which had been orally acquired along with an initial 

bloodmeal. The observed dissemination pattern of the virus was molecularly 

confirmed using a highly sensitive viral RNA strand-specific qRT-PCR assay in 

which we included Mayaro virus (MAYV) to compare its replication dynamics in 

mosquito tissues with those of CHIKV. MAYV is another alphavirus of the Semliki 

Forest virus sero-complex resembling CHIKV in terms of clinical disease 

symptoms in humans and vector interaction with Ae. aegypti under laboratory 

conditions (32). MAYV is prevalent in the Western Hemisphere, circulating in 

sylvatic cycles in rain forest areas of Central- and South America. So far, a 

CHIKV-like urban disease cycle involving Ae. aegypti has not been reported for 

MAYV (249). 
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Results 

Bloodmeal ingestion causes temporal midgut tissue expansion and 

damage to the BL 

In laboratory maintained HWE mosquito females, a pure bloodmeal 

consisting of undiluted defibrinated sheep blood was digested within 3 days post-

oral acquisition via membrane feeding (Fig. 14). As shown in Table 4, the midgut 

tissue of a fully engorged female was 20× expanded based on an average 

increase in volume from 0.2 μl (midgut of a sugarfed female) to 3.9 μl (midgut of 

a bloodfed female). As a consequence of nutrient absorption and desiccation, the 

volume of the bloodmeal gradually shrank until almost completely digested at 72 

h post-(non-infectious) bloodmeal (pbm) (Fig. 14). Concurrently, the 

overstretched midgut tissue contracted until the pre-bloodfeeding condition was 

reached again between 72 and 96 h pbm. 

Ultrastructural imaging of the midgut surface during bloodmeal digestion 

via SEM revealed the overstretching of the BL surrounding the bloodfed, and/or 

CHIKV-infected midgut (Fig. 15). The midgut surface structure of sugarfed 

mosquitoes appeared relaxed and consisted of deep invaginations with clusters 

of epithelial cells bulging out from the surface. As indicated by the red arrows 

in Fig. 15, occasional slight tears in the BL were visible, which were not as 

prominent and regularly apparent as in the bloodfed midgut samples (exemplified 

by white arrows in Fig. 15). At 8 h post-infectious bloodmeal (pibm), the BL was  
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Figure 14. Visual comparison of bloodmeal digestion over time in the midgut of Ae. aegypti. 

One week-old Higgs White Eye (HWE) females ingested an artificial bloodmeal consisting of 
undiluted defibrinated sheep blood. Light microscope magnification: 30×. 
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Table 4. Sizes and volumes of midguts obtained from sugarfed and bloodfed (immediately after 
bloodfeeding) Ae. aegypti. 

Sugarfed female Midgut diameter 
(mm) 

Migut length 
(mm) 

Midgut volume 
(µl) 

#1 0.4 2.0 0.25 
#2 0.3 1.2 0.08 
#3 0.4 1.6 0.20 
#4 0.4 2.0 0.25 
#5 0.3 1.6 0.11 
#6 0.4 1.5 0.19 
#7 0.4 2.0 0.25 
#8 0.4 1.6 0.20 
#9 0.4 2.0 0.25 

#10 0.4 1.6 0.20 
   average 0.199 
   std. deviation 0.059 

bloodfed female Midgut diameter 
(mm) 

Migut length 
(mm) 

Midgut volume 
(µl) 

#1 1.4 2.6 4.00 
#2 1.3 2.5 3.31 
#3 1.3 3.0 3.98 
#4 1.3 2.5 3.32 
#5 1.3 2.5 3.32 
#6 1.4 2.6 4.00 
#7 1.4 2.9 4.46 
#8 1.4 2.8 4.31 
#9 1.4 2.9 4.46 

#10 1.3 2.8 3.72 
   average 3.889 
   std. deviation 0.457 
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Figure 15. Ultrastructural (SEM) imaging of the midgut surface of Ae. aegypti. 

SEM images of the midgut in comparison to mosquitoes that had ingested a non-infectious, 
artificial bloodmeal at 24 h post-bloodmeal (pbm) or a CHIKV containing, artificial bloodmeal (titer 
in the bloodmeal: 107 pfu/mL) at 8, 24, 32, 48, 72, and 96 h post-infectious bloodmeal (pibm). The 
midgut tissue of sugarfed females appears relaxed and deeply invaginated. Midgut-associated 
circular and longitudinal muscles are visible. Red arrows point to slight tissue damage 
occasionally visible, due to tearing of the basal lamina (BL). At 8 h pibm, the outer layer of the BL 
is torn and disrupted in close proximity to muscle tissue (exemplified by white arrows). Disruption 
of the outer over-stretched BL layer adjacent to muscle tissue is strongly apparent at 24 
pbm/pibm and 32 h pibm. At 48 h pibm, the midgut BL is beginning to relax and contract, torn 
areas of the BL near to muscles become less prominent. This trend continues; at 72–96 h pibm, 
disrupted regions of the outer BL layer are still visible although less prominent. Images were 
generated using a FEI Quanta 600F scanning electron microscope. All images (except: 24 h pbm 
at 2753× magnification) were captured at 5000× magnification. BL = basal lamina; Mu = muscle; 
TC = tracheal cell. 
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thinly stretched and its outmost layer(s) was (were) torn near to the circular and 

longitudinal muscles surrounding the midgut organ. Between 24 and 48 h pibm, 

BL overstretching and tearing near muscles was strongly apparent in all samples 

that had been analyzed. From 72 h pibm onwards, the midgut tissue became 

increasingly relaxed and extensively invaginated. Areas where the BL 

was torn became less prominent, but were still visible at 96 h pibm. All of the 

SEM images showing midgut tissue after bloodfeeding were obtained from 

mosquitoes that also had been orally infected with CHIKV (with the exception of 

24 h pbm in Fig. 15). The virus titer in the bloodmeal was ~107 pfu/ml. Although 

tiny globular structures that resembled virions were occasionally apparent on 

midgut surfaces, we were not sufficiently convinced that these structures were 

indeed virions. Multiple attempts to conduct immuno-gold labeling on these 

samples failed due to technical difficulties. To overcome this shortcoming, FIB-

SEM tomography was conducted by collecting and processing 108 consecutive 

images, each 20 nm apart, of virus infected midgut epithelium. As described in 

the next paragraph, this approach enabled us to detect and visualize CHIK 

virions within the BL structure. 

 

CHIKV disseminates from the midgut within a narrow time window during 

bloodmeal digestion 

TEM visualization of a posterior midgut cross section shows the 

organization of the single cell layer. At the luminal side, the cell layer possesses 

microvilli for nutrient absorption followed by a zone largely comprised of ER,  
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Figure 16. Ultrastructural (TEM) imaging of midgut cross-sections obtained from female Ae. 
aegypti, which had been sugarfed, bloodfed or orally infected with CHIKV (titer in the bloodmeal: 
107 pfu/ml).  

(a–c) midgut cross sections of sugarfed mosquitoes. The midgut epithelium consists of a single 
cell layer. Luminal microvilli of an epithelial cell are visible in (a), followed by a dense ER 
containing zone, the nucleus, and a prominent basal labyrinth, which stretches out until reaching 
the BL surrounding the entire organ. At the hemocoel facing side of the BL (outside the midgut), 
circular and longitudinal muscles, as well as tracheal cells are visible. In sugarfed midguts, the BL 
appears relaxed although splicing of individual strands is occasionally visible (red arrows). (d–f) 
The BL of bloodmeal containing midguts is stretched and in proximity to muscles and tracheal 
cells, BL strands are often severely spliced (red arrows). (g–i) At 8 h post-infectious bloodmeal 
(pibm), mature CHIK virions close to the BL are not yet apparent. Instead, in the ER, groups of 
particles resembling CHIKV nucleocapsids (40 nm diameter) are visible within membranous 
compartments (green arrows). (j–l) Predominantly in zones around the muscles, mature CHIK 
virions are concentrated within the cavities of the basal labyrinth and strongly accumulating at the 
BL at 24 h pibm; virions are occasionally visible within strands of the BL (orange arrows). In the 
zones next to muscles, the BL is distorted as strands are severely spliced (red arrows) and/or the 
overall texture of the BL looks porous. (m–o) At 32 h pibm, the situation described for 24 h pibm 
has further developed as mature CHIK virions are now more frequently observed within strands of 
the BL (orange arrows) indicative of virus dissemination from the midgut. (p–r) At 48 h pibm, the 
midgut BL looks wavy, due to progressive bloodmeal digestion causing the midgut tissue to 
contract. As shown in (p,q), BL strands look severely spliced, especially in proximity to muscle 
tissue. CHIK virions no longer accumulate in large quantities at the BL. Instead, they are 
dispersed and solitary within the cavities of the basal labyrinth (exemplified by orange arrows). 
This situation prevails at later time points, for example at 5 days pibm (see also Figure 6a,b) until 
the mosquito ingests a second bloodmeal. (a–r) Three different midgut samples per time point 
were analyzed. Images were generated using a JEOL JEM 1400 transmission electron 
microscope. Magnifications ranged from 2500× to 10,000×. BL = basal lamina; Blab = basal 
labyrinth; ER = endoplasmic reticulum; lMu = longitudinal muscle; cMu = circular muscle; Mu = 
muscle; Mi = mitochondrion; Mv = microvilli; Nu = nucleus; TC = tracheal cell. 
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nucleus, Golgi-apparatus, and mitochondria, which is interspersed with another 

zone defined as the basal labyrinth (Fig. 16a–c) (189). Virion assembly and 

maturation of alphaviruses take place at the plasma membrane within the basal 

labyrinth (250), which stretches out to the BL surrounding the midgut and 

separating it from the hemocoel. 

In our cross-sections, the principal organization of the midgut epithelium of 

a sugarfed mosquito looked similar to that of bloodfed mosquitoes at 24 or 48 h 

pbm (Fig. 16a–f). However, in midguts of sugarfed mosquitoes, the BL was more 

relaxed and wavy in appearance, whereas in the bloodfed midguts, especially 

before 48 h pbm, the BL was stretched out. Individual measurements of BL 

thickness confirmed that in sugarfed mosquitoes the midgut BL was on average 

232 nm thick (N = 20), whereas at 8 h pibm, the BL was on average only 149 nm 

thick (N = 25) (Fig. 17a). 

Concurrent with progressive bloodmeal digestion, the average BL 

thickness gradually increased overtime to reach between 32 h and 48 h pibm a 

thickness similar to that of non-bloodfed (sugarfed) mosquitoes. Predominantly 

near to muscles, the BL was distorted and spliced into its individual strands as 

indicated by the red arrows in Fig. 16. This was observed in midguts of bloodfed 

and to a lesser extent also in those of sugarfed mosquitoes. At 8 h pibm (titer in 

the bloodmeal: ~107 pfu/ml), which is within the range of typical human viremia 

titers (251), mature CHIK virions were not yet visible in the basal labyrinth. 

Instead, de novo assembled capsids were occasionally visible within vesicle-like  
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Figure 17. Basal lamina thickness and CHIK virion density at the BL 

(a) Thickness of the midgut basal lamina (BL) of Ae. aegypti and (b) CHIK virion density in the 
basal labyrinth of infected midgut epithelial cells at different time points post-infectious bloodmeal 
(pibm). (a) Measurements were performed in those regions where the BL looked intact and was 
not severely spliced. (a,b) Each data point represents a single distinctive TEM image. Bars 
indicate mean values, Error bars represent standard deviations. Significant differences between 
mean values based on One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test are 
shown. 
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structures in the cytoplasm (Fig. 16h–i, green arrows). These virus-like structures 

had a diameter of around 40 nm, resembling the size of assembled alphavirus  

capsids (149,252) and were absent in non-infected control samples (Fig. 16a–f). 

Sixteen hours later (at 24 h pibm), however, mature virions were apparent in the 

basal labyrinth in close proximity to the BL (Fig. 16j–l ). A few virions were visible 

between strands of the BL (orange arrows). In general, the virus was unevenly 

distributed throughout the epithelium of a midgut with typically only 2–3 regions 

(cells) showing strong virus infection. Accordingly, the average virion density was 

~10 virions/μm2 (Fig. 17b). We consistently noticed that the prominent regions 

where virions tended to amass were those in close proximity to circular and 

longitudinal muscles surrounding the midgut. As mentioned and shown above, 

these were also the regions where the multilayered BL appeared to be spliced 

into individual strands (red arrows). We assume that these distorted, spliced BL 

regions corresponded to the torn areas of BL that were visible in the SEM 

preparations (Fig. 15). 

Our FIB-SEM analysis based on serial imaging at 20 nm intervals 

confirmed that the BL formed a multi-layered dense mesh surrounding the 

mosquito midgut and that CHIKV was associated with the BL (Fig. 18a–g). At 24 

h pibm, CHIK virions were detected within the three-dimensional space between 

the layers of the BL when segmented and rendered as a translucent structure 

(Fig. 18c,e). Regions of the BL in close proximity to muscles appeared to be 

distorted (Fig. 18c,d,g). In general, virions within the BL were individually 

dispersed rather than densely clustered together. However, when the BL was  
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Figure 18. Three-dimensional (3-D) reconstruction from 108 stacked FIB-SEM-generated images 
serially sectioned at 20-nm intervals showing midgut tissue obtained from a CHIKV infected 
mosquito at 24 h post-infectious bloodmeal (pibm). 

(a) Two-dimensional (x, y) sample image (# 101) out of a stack of 108 FIB-SEM images (z = 20 
nm) showing image resolution before image alignment and rendering of the three-dimensional 
model. (b) Same image as shown in (a) with false coloration of muscles (red), BL (cyan) and 
CHIK virions (green). (c) Global, translucent view of the sample section that had been analyzed 
by FIB-SEM following three-dimensional modeling. Blue coloration: Midgut BL (note the disrupted 
outer layer(s) of the BL); red coloration: Muscle tissue surrounding the midgut. CHIK virions 
(green) are clearly visible being embedded within the multi-layered BL. The basal labyrinth of the 
epithelial cell is visible along the x and y axes. (d) Opaque representation of the same sample 
shown in panel c. CHIK virions are absent on the BL surface facing the hemocoel. (e) Another 3-
D view of the translucent midgut BL structure showing the presence of virions within the BL 
layers. (f) Those virions are no longer visible in the opaque (surface) representation of the same 
sample. (g) Frontal view presenting the innermost (top) and outermost (bottom) layers of the 
midgut BL with individual CHIKV virions being located between those BL layers. All image 
reconstructions were initially generated using the Amira software suite v. 5.3.1. Images were then 
further refined in Maxon Cinema 4D R19 using the software OTOY Octane Render V3. Bars in 
(a–g) represent a length of 2 μm. 
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presented as an opaque structure, virions were not visible on the BL surface, but 

within the inner- and outermost layers of the BL (Fig. 18d,f,g). It may be possible 

that any virions located on the BL surface have been washed away during FIB-

SEM sample processing.  

At 32 h pibm, virion accumulation at the BL was further enhanced 

(average virion density: ~19 virions/μm2; Fig. 17b), with CHIK virions in the TEM 

preparations now being more frequently visible between strands of the BL (Fig. 

16m–o, orange arrows). Importantly, we did not observe CHIKV infecting the 

midgut associated muscles at any time point during the 48 h observation period. 

We also did not detect virions in the tracheal tissue surrounding the midgut in 

~30 different samples that were analyzed, with a single exception at 40 h pibm 

(Fig. 19a,b, yellow arrows). At 48 h pibm, the midgut epithelium became less 

stretched as indicated by the wavy shape of the BL (Fig. 16p–r). Furthermore, 

virions no longer amassed towards the BL. Instead, they became more dispersed 

inside the basal labyrinth (average virion density: ~4 virions/μm2; Fig. 17b) as 

exemplified by orange arrows in Fig. 16p–r. At later time points, i.e., 5 and 7 days 

pibm, this pattern still prevailed (Fig. 20a,b) (189). Based on these observations, 

we propose that there is a relatively narrow time span from approximately 24 h to 

less than 48 h pibm, during which CHIKV has the opportunity to exit the midgut 

epithelium across the BL to infect secondary tissues. 
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Figure 19. Rare event of an infected trachea observed with TEM 

(a, b): Infection of tracheal tissue with CHIKV at 40 h post-infectious bloodmeal (pibm). (a) The 
nearby region of the midgut epithelium does not appear to be virus infected. (b) Higher 
magnification of the tracheal cell cross section of (a) showing the presence of virions (yellow 
arrows). (c) A degenerating cell with a vesicular appearing nucleus and a reduced cytoplasmic 
density. The structure of the ER is no longer visible, however the BL is intact. 
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Figure 20. Ultrastructural (TEM) examination to assess how multiple bloodmeals affect CHIKV 
dissemination from the midgut of Ae. aegypti. 
Midgut cross-sections of females that had received either a single CHIKV containing bloodmeal 
(titer in the bloodmeal: 107 pfu/ml) or an initial bloodmeal containing CHIKV followed by a non-
infectious (NI) bloodmeal were analyzed. (a,b) Mature CHIK virions are dispersed throughout the 
cavities of the basal labyrinth of the infected midgut epithelial cell at 5 days post-initial, infectious 
bloodmeal. Occasionally, single virions are visible close to the BL (orange arrows). (c,d) At 24 h 
post-second (NI) bloodmeal (144 h post-initial CHIKV containing bloodmeal), virions are found 
within strands of the BL and attached to the side of the BL facing the hemocoel suggesting that 
these virions have traversed the BL. Occasionally, virions are also found to be attached to BL 
fragments that are largely detached from the main BL surrounding the midgut organ. (e,f) At 32 h 
post-second (NI) bloodmeal (152 h post-initial CHIKV containing bloodmeal), virions are still 
present between strands of the BL or associated with the hemocoel facing side of the BL, 
predominantly in proximity to the muscle tissue (orange arrows). (a–f) Images were generated 
using a JEOL JEM 1400 transmission electron microscope. Magnifications ranged from 2500× to 
25,000×. BL = basal lamina; Blab = basal labyrinth; ER = endoplasmic reticulum; Mu = muscle; 
Mi = mitochondrion; Nu = nucleus; TC = tracheal cell. 
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Repeated bloodmeals enhance virion dissemination from the midgut 

epithelium 

We exposed mosquitoes that had been orally infected with CHIKV via an 

initial bloodmeal to a second, non-infectious (NI) bloodmeal (at 5 days post-initial  

bloodmeal) to see whether the midgut dissemination process we had observed 

after ingestion of a single bloodmeal was repeated during a subsequent 

bloodmeal digestion. At 5 days post-single infectious bloodmeal, virions were 

dispersed throughout the cavities of the basal labyrinth in proximity to the BL. At 

this time point virions did not amass at the BL (Fig. 20a,b, orange arrows). 

However, at 24 and 32 h post second NI bloodmeal, CHIK virions were 

repeatedly observed outside the midgut epithelium in association with strands of 

the BL (Fig. 20c–f). This differs from the observations made in midguts of those 

mosquitoes, which had received only a single, infectious bloodmeal. As 

described above, in singly bloodfed females, CHIK virions were observed 

between strands of the BL, but not outside the BL. 

 

Quantification of alphavirus RNA in infected midguts and carcasses over 

time indicates that virus dissemination from the midgut occurs within 48 h 

pibm 

When comparing the viral replication of CHIKV (strain 37997) with that of 

a related alphavirus, MAYV (strain TRVL 4675), in midguts and carcasses of 

HWE mosquitoes by Taqman qRT-PCR, similar patterns became apparent. In 

midgut tissue, quantities of plus- and minus-strand viral RNAs of both viruses  
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Figure 21. Quantitative detection of plus- and minus-strand RNAs of CHIKV and Mayaro virus 
(MAYV) via Taqman qRT-PCR assays. 

RNA detection and quantification in midguts (blue) and carcasses (red) of Ae. aegypti at various 
time points post-infectious bloodmeal. Each sample consisted of total RNA extracted from 10 
midguts or three carcasses of CHIKV or MAYV challenged mosquitoes. For each time point the 
mean value of three biological replicates (=three samples) is shown. Error bars represent 
standard deviations. Different letters above bars (shown only for carcass values) indicate 
significant differences of mean values based on One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple 
comparisons test (p < 0.05). 
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reached a plateau by 8 h pibm (Fig. 21). The values of viral plus-strand RNA 

copy number equivalents were between 105 and 106 for CHIKV and 106 to 107 for 

MAYV. At 8–24 h pibm, plus-strand RNA detected in midgut tissue likely includes 

the viral RNA of the input virus from the bloodmeal. Quantities of minus-strand 

RNAs, indicative of active viral replication, were 2–3 logs lower in midgut tissue 

than those of viral plus-strand RNA molecules. This observation is in line with the 

alphavirus replication strategy described above, in which viral plus-strand RNA 

synthesis continues throughout the infection cycle while minus-strand RNA 

synthesis has already been shut off (68,212). In carcass tissue, plus- and minus-

strand RNA copy number equivalents were only minimally detectable (<100 

copies) for both viruses until 48 h pibm, when minus-strand RNA copy number 

equivalents significantly increased. This significant increase in minus-strand RNA 

copy number equivalents indicates productive virus infection of secondary 

tissues outside the midgut. We assume that there is a time gap between virus 

dissemination from the midgut and actual productive (measurable) infection of 

secondary tissues. Thus, our Taqman qRT-PCR results support our 

ultrastructural observations (Fig. 16, Fig. 17, and Fig. 21) suggesting that CHIKV 

dissemination from the midgut occurred within 48 h pibm, before virions inside 

the epithelial cells stopped congregating towards the midgut BL. 

 
Discussion 

In a previous study two Ae. aegypti laboratory strains, HWE and ORL, 

were analyzed for their vector competence for CHIKV (strain: 37997) (14). The 
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data revealed that as early as 1–2 days post-oral acquisition, the virus already 

produced high titers in midgut tissue and disseminated from the midgut to 

secondary tissues. By 48 h pibm, CHIKV was detectable in salivary glands and in 

saliva. These characteristics, high virus titers and fast dissemination, made 

CHIKV 37997 an attractive model for observing its dissemination from the midgut 

in a time course study at the ultrastructural level. Our artificial feeding system 

may not exactly reflect the amount of virus intake as might be observed with 

viremic bloodmeals obtained from naturally CHIKV infected hosts. Viremic 

bloodmeals may be smaller than artificial bloodmeals obtained via membrane 

feeding in a controlled environment. Furthermore, mosquitoes, such as Ae. 

aegypti, tend to ingest multiple viremic and/or non-viremic bloodmeals from the 

human host, which likely affect midgut infection and dissemination dynamics of 

an arbovirus (253,254). However, our artificial bloodmeal procedure has the 

advantages of standardization and reproducibility. Earlier, we revealed that a 

single one-week old female ingests ~20,000 pfu CHIKV 37997 from an artificial 

bloodmeal containing ~107 pfu/ml virus (14), a titer that is within the range of 

viremic bloodmeals (251). Thus, the bloodmeal intake of a fully engorged female 

would amount to a volume of ~2 μl. All observations made in this study are based 

on these parameters. Our SEM analysis revealed that bloodmeal ingestion leads 

to midgut tissue (over)stretching and partial BL disruption (Fig. 22 a). 

Importantly, the disruption of the BL was predominantly observed 

alongside muscles surrounding the midgut as the bloodmeal containing tissue  
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Figure 22. Schematic representation of CHIKV dissemination from the midgut of Ae. aegypti.  

(a) Midgut cross section of a sugarfed female (left) in comparison to a midgut of a female that has 
ingested a CHIKV-containing bloodmeal (right; virions are shown in green). Note the ~20× 
increase in diameter of the bloodmeal containing midgut (see also Fig. 14). Also: The midgut 
epithelial cells of the sugarfed mosquito have a columnar shape whereas those of the bloodfed 
female look flattened. (b) Dissemination pattern of CHIKV (green) across the midgut BL (blue) at 
24, 32, and 48 h post-infectious bloodmeal (pibm) according to the observations shown in Fig. 16 
indicating that within a time span of 48 h pibm the virus is exiting the midgut. The figure was 
created in Adobe Photoshop CC 2018 (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA, USA). 
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was bulging out between those muscles. During progressive digestion of the 

bloodmeal, the midgut tissue subsequently relaxed and the damage to the BL 

was less pronounced although ruptures to the BL still prevailed at 72 or 96 h 

pibm, when the bloodmeal had been completely digested. The SEM samples 

included bloodfed midguts from CHIKV infected mosquitoes, however, we were 

unable to clearly identify midgut associated virions in those samples based on 

their size, shape, and quantity. We chose FIB-SEM (244–248) as an alternative 

technique and this approach enabled us for the first time to visualize virions in 

the three-dimensional space of a mosquito tissue. As CHIKV infection foci were 

irregularly distributed in the complex midgut tissue, it was initially challenging to 

select a suitable region of the tissue (indicated by a high abundance of virions) 

for FIB-SEM preparation. To overcome this complication, we prescreened a 

sample via TEM to identify a landmark, such as virion abundance, in a location of 

the sample before orienting the FIB-SEM sample for imaging. The preselected 

(landmarked) tissue was then mounted with the block face perpendicular to the 

stub surface instead of mounting it parallel to the surface of an SEM stub as a 

typical protocol would recommend (185,186). This provided several advantages, 

including a proper orientation of the sample to the SEM beam for final data 

collection, a reduction in the time needed to properly expose the surface of 

interest using ion milling, and an easy identification of the region-of-interest using 

the landmark(s) established with TEM. 

Our TEM images unequivocally showed the presence of CHIK virions in 

the midgut epithelium without any need for antibody labeling. Whereas at 8 h 
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pibm, assembled virions were not yet visible, they became apparent in large 

quantities in the midgut labyrinth and in association with the BL between 24 and 

32 h pibm, indicative of dissemination from the midgut (Fig. 22b). A similar time 

window of virion accumulation towards the BL had been earlier reported for 

Western equine encephalitis virus (WEEV; Togaviridae, Alphavirus) (149,214). 

Furthermore, we noticed that preferred zones of virion congregation towards the 

BL occurred in close proximity to muscles although muscle tissue itself did not 

become infected with the virus during the time period of dissemination. Our TEM 

images also showed that in close proximity to muscles, the BL strands often 

looked severely spliced and distorted corresponding to the zones of disrupted BL 

seen in the SEM and FIB-SEM images. However, we did not find any indication 

that the BL developed visible, distinct gaps through which virions could move. 

Instead, the movement through the BL resembled a migration/penetration-like 

process through the overall stretched-out BL and this process might have been 

be assisted by extracellular matrix associated proteinases, such as MMPs, as 

suggested earlier (150,243). Our observations are partially in agreement with 

those made by Romoser and colleagues (144,151) regarding the dissemination 

of RVFV from the midgut of Ae. taeniorhynchus. The authors reported that the BL 

had a modified, “porous, spongy” structure in close proximity to midgut-

associated muscles, which appeared to be permissive for virions whereas the 

intact (non-modified) BL was not. Further, the authors suggested that 

arboviruses, such as RVFV, would penetrate the modified BL to infect the 

tracheo-muscular complex as a conduit for dissemination from the midgut. In our 
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studies, we did not reveal that CHIKV would infect the tracheo-muscular complex 

as an essential step in the dissemination process from the midgut. Instead, our 

ultrastructural observations based on TEM and FIB-SEM suggest that within 24–

48 h pibm, CHIK virions directly traverse the BL in order to infect secondary 

tissues outside the midgut (Fig. 22b). Accordingly, our Taqman qRT-PCR assays 

showed significantly increased replication of both CHIKV and MAYV in tissues 

outside the midgut at 48 h pibm. This similar timing for both viruses is 

remarkable, since the 37997 strain of CHIKV is a highly-passaged, laboratory 

adapted strain, whereas the TRVL 4675 (type) strain of MAYV from 1954 has a 

low passage history (14,73). 

The relatively short time span between the first appearance of virus-like 

structures in the ER of the midgut epithelial cells and that of mature virions close 

to the BL suggests that CHIKV requires only a single replication cycle in the 

midgut epithelium before being able to disseminate to secondary tissues during 

bloodmeal digestion. However, following initial infection, virion production in the 

midgut epithelium continues and is independent of virus dissemination as shown 

by the fact that infection foci in the midgut tissue do increase over time (14,240). 

We previously described that there was only a weak correlation between CHIKV 

titers in the midgut and the virus’ ability to disseminate from the midgut (14). 

Based on our observations, we speculate that not every mature virion localized in 

the basal labyrinth might escape the midgut when the BL is permissive during 

bloodmeal digestion. Those virions “left behind” may get another opportunity for 

dissemination during a subsequent bloodmeal without the need of an additional 
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replication step. When another NI bloodmeal had been ingested by the CHIKV-

infected female at 120 h post-initial infectious bloodmeal, virions again strongly 

congregated at the stretched BL (at 24–32 h post second NI bloodmeal). 

Furthermore, virions were associated with the BL at its hemocoel facing side 

suggesting that these virions had actually traversed the BL. As pointed out 

above, it is possible that CHIK virions that remained within the basal labyrinth 

after the initial bloodmeal digestion are those that predominantly disseminated 

from the midgut during second bloodmeal digestion. Further, we speculate that 

during the BL rebuilding process after initial bloodmeal digestion, spliced 

fragments of the BL could have occasionally been shed from the remaining BL 

and in some instances, virions could have been attached to these shed BL 

fragments. 

Immunohistochemical and ultrastructural studies have previously shown 

that the tracheal system of the mosquito can be infected with a range of 

arboviruses, including CHIKV (14,144,148,149,151,152,235,236). Furthermore, 

several studies suggested that the tracheal system acts as a conduit for virus 

dissemination from the midgut (144,151,235). Salazar and colleagues (235) 

reported dengue 2 virus (Flaviviridae) infection of midgut associated tracheae as 

soon as 2 days pibm. At that time point the virus was also detectable in the 

mosquito carcass. Thus, it cannot be ruled out that other tissues outside the 

midgut were already infected by the disseminated virus before it infected the 

midgut associated tracheae. Dong and colleagues (14) showed that CHIKV was 

already detectable outside the midgut before the virus was located in tracheal 
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tissue, supporting the idea of tracheal cells becoming infected after virus 

dissemination from the midgut. After analyzing approximately 30 different TEM 

samples of various time points post-CHIKV infection, we detected only a single 

incidence where virions were associated with a tracheal cell (Fig. 19a,b). Based 

on the singular observation here and our earlier confocal microscopy analysis 

(14), we do not consider this tissue to play a critical role in the midgut 

dissemination process of CHIKV. 

The role of apoptosis in viral midgut escape has not been clearly revealed 

so far and therefore remains elusive (255–258). Previously, we have shown that 

bloodmeal ingestion can trigger apoptosis in midgut epithelial cells although the 

presence of CHIKV in the bloodmeal did not have any measurable effect on the 

apoptotic response in midgut tissue (14). In this study, we did not find any 

evidence that CHIKV is causing any obvious pathology in the epithelial cells of 

the mosquito midgut. Occasionally, we detected a degenerating cell suggestively 

undergoing apoptosis without any virus being present (224), (Fig. 19c). 

Furthermore, the BL surrounding the degenerating cell looked intact, allowing the 

conclusion that an apoptotic response in a cell may not necessarily affect the 

integrity of the surrounding BL. This in turn would not create any benefit for 

CHIKV regarding its dissemination from the midgut. This is in contrast to earlier 

studies with Eastern equine encephalitis virus and WEEV in Cu. 

melanura and Cx. tarsalis, wherein severe virus-associated pathology was 

observed in infected midgut tissue (224,225). Perhaps these observations 

resembled extreme situations based on particular virus strain-mosquito strain 
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combinations, as we did not observe such severe responses associated with 

CHIKV infection of Ae. aegypti. 

In summary, our study suggests that following a single replication cycle in 

the midgut epithelium, CHIK virions disseminate during bloodmeal digestion from 

the midgut epithelium by traversing the (over-) stretched BL surrounding the 

midgut. The virus thereby is not infecting the muscle tissue and does not use the 

tracheal cell system to disseminate from the midgut. An important point that 

requires further investigation is the underlying mechanism causing the BL to 

become permissive for the virus. Recent research work suggested that there may 

be an enzymatic BL modification/remodeling process involved that would include 

the activity of extracellular proteases (150,243). Furthermore, it needs to be 

investigated whether other arboviruses, such as members of 

the Flaviviridae or Bunyaviridae, utilize the same midgut escape strategy as has 

been observed for CHIKV in this study. 
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CHAPTER V 

Infection Pattern of Mayaro Virus in Aedes aegypti and 
Transmission Potential of the Virus in Mixed Infections with 

Chikungunya Virus 
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Abstract   

Recently, Mayaro virus (MAYV; Alphavirus; Togaviridae) has drawn 

increasing attention as another arthropod (mosquito)-borne virus, which may 

have the potential to cause major disease outbreaks among the human 

populations of the Western Hemisphere. So far, the virus is circulating in sylvatic 

cycles in the tropical regions of Central and South America. Although forest-

dwelling mosquitoes seem to be the major vectors for MAYV, it has been shown 

before that MAYV can be acquired and potentially transmitted by Aedes aegypti 

and Ae. albopictus. Here we compare the infection and transmission efficiencies 

of two MAYV strains, IQT 4235 and TRVL 4675, in two Ae. aegypti strains, HWE 

and ORL, showing that the TRVL 4675 strain (TRVL) was less efficiently 

acquired and transmitted by both mosquito strains than MAYV IQT 4235 (IQT). 

Based on the full-length nucleotide sequences of the two viral genomes, we 

show that the TRVL prototype strain of MAYV is phylogenetically ancestral and 

more distantly related to the IQT strain. The TRVL strain was efficiently acquired 

by wild-type Ae. albopictus from Columbia, Missouri and caused productive 

infections in those mosquitoes. Considering possible scenarios in which natural 

MAYV transmission cycles may overlap with those of chikungunya virus (CHIKV; 

Alphavirus; Togaviridae), we assessed the effects of mixed infections of the two 

viruses in mosquitoes based on co-infection or superinfection. Whereas co-

infection had no measurable effect on the transmission potential of either virus, 

we observed superinfection exclusion for CHIKV in MAYV infected mosquitoes 

but not for MAYV in CHIKV infected mosquitoes. 
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Introduction 

Mayaro virus (MAYV) is an alphavirus (Togaviridae; Alphavirus) of the 

Semliki Forest virus antigenic complex, which was originally isolated in 1954 from 

the serum of a forest worker living in Mayaro County of Trinidad Island (73,259–

261). The virus isolate was originally designated Tr4675 and is now referred to 

as the MAYV prototype strain, TRVL 4675. Like other alphaviruses, MAYV is 

mosquito-borne. Forest- and aquatic plant dwelling mosquitoes such as 

Mansonia venezuelensis, Haemagogus janthinomys, Sabethes, spp., and Culex 

spp. have been reported as potential sylvan vectors (261,262). Non-human 

primates such as marmosets (Calithrix argentata) are considered to be the 

primary reservoir for the virus (30,262). MAYV has been also detected in a 

migrating bird (263) and in several equids in the Pantanal region, Brazil as well 

as in anteaters, armadillos, and opossums. Furthermore, certain rodents in 

French Guiana have been found seropositive for the virus (264,265). MAYV 

represents an interesting phenomenon as it is, based on its geographic origin, 

considered to be a New World alphavirus with biological characteristics typical for 

Old World alphaviruses. MAYV infections have been known for decades among 

people living in tropical, rural areas of South and Central America predominantly 

in the vicinity of rain forest areas. The virus causes disease symptoms in humans 

similar to chikungunya virus (CHIKV, Togaviridae; Alphavirus) including febrile 

illness, rash, and (occasionally long-lasting) arthralgia (266). Like other 

alphaviruses, MAYV has a ~12 kb single-stranded positive sense RNA genome, 

encoding nine genes encoding four nonstructural proteins (nsP1, nsP2, nsP3, 
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nsP4) and five structural proteins (C, E3, E2, 6k/TF, E1) (62,267). MAYV strains 

typically exhibit a relatively narrow genetic divergence of up to 17% at the 

nucleotide level clustering them into three distinct genotypes named L (limited), N 

(new), and D (widely dispersed). Genotype L is restricted to isolates from 

(Belterra) Brazil, N to an isolate from Peru, and D containing isolates of wide 

geographical distribution (249,267). In 2015, a case has been reported in Haiti, 

which is the first time in the Antilles (75). This virus isolate represents a 

recombinant between a D and an L genotype virus (62). Authors of these studies 

also speculated whether MAYV could have the potential to become the next 

mosquito-borne virus, following CHIKV in 2013 and Zika virus (ZIKV; Flaviviridae; 

Flavivirus) in 2015, to cause large scale disease outbreaks among human 

populations of the Americas and the Caribbean (62,75,249). A critical aspect 

facilitating a switch from a sylvatic to an urban arboviral disease cycle is the 

abundant availability of urban vectors, which would be highly susceptible for the 

sylvan arbovirus. Ae. aegypti and Ae. albopictus are two mosquito species that 

are typically involved in urban arboviral transmission cycles. Previously, an Ae. 

albopictus population from Brazil has been shown to be susceptible to MAYV 

TRVL 4675 (268). Although the Brazilian Ae. albopictus mosquitoes were 

considered to be relatively refractory to the virus, it was suggested that these 

mosquitoes still had the potential to act as secondary or bridging vectors 

expanding typical transmission cycles of MAYV. Furthermore, an Ae. aegypti 

population from Peru has been shown to be susceptible to MAYV IQT 4235 (32). 

The IQT 4235 strain has been isolated in 1997 from Ma. venezuelensis in the 
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Loreto region of Peru (267). A recent publication describes the infection and 

transmission potentials of Ae. albopictus and Ae. aegypti strains from Miami and 

Jacksonville, Florida, USA for MAYV TRVL 4675. In their study, Ae. albopictus 

had a significantly higher rate of susceptibility (midgut infection) to orally acquired 

MAYV TRVL and produced a significantly higher number of saliva samples 

containing the virus than Ae. aegypti (269). Very recently, we compared the 

midgut dissemination efficiencies between CHIKV 37997 and MAYV TRVL 4675 

in Ae. aegypti based on the detection of plus-strand and minus-strand viral RNAs 

showing that both viruses disseminated from the mosquito midgut at similar time-

points (270).   

In this study, we compare the vector competence of two Ae. aegypti 

strains, HWE and ORL for the two genotype D MAYV strains TRVL 4675 (termed 

"TRVL") and IQT 4335 (termed "IQT"). Previously, we used the same mosquito 

strains to assess their vector competence for CHIKV (strain 37997) from Senegal 

under similar laboratory conditions, which enables us to compare the interactions 

of both mosquito strains with CHIKV and MAYV (14). We also tested the vector 

competence of a locally-caught Ae. albopictus population for MAYV, confirming 

that naive mosquito populations can be highly susceptible for exotic arboviruses. 

So far, only partial genome sequences have been available for both MAYV 

strains, TRVL and IQT. Here, we present the full length genomes of both virus 

strains compare their phylogenetic relationships with other full-length MAYV 

genomes. Current outbreaks of CHIKV in South- and Central America increase 

the likelihood that MAYV and CHIKV may be able to co-circulate in common 
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regions. In line with such a scenario, incidents of co-infections in patients 

involving CHIKV and flaviviruses such as dengue (1-4) viruses (DENV1-4; 

Flaviviridae; Flavivirus) or ZIKV have been recently reported from the Americas 

and the Caribbean (271–275). Thus, we decided to investigate how mixed 

infections between MAYV and CHIKV, when acquired by mosquitoes as co-

infections or superinfections, would affect their ability to co-transmit both viruses. 

 

Results 

Phylogenetic characterization of MAYV strains IQT 4235 and TRVL 4675 

Sequencing of the complete genomes of both MAYV strains, IQT and 

TRVL, confirmed that both were of the D-genotype. Their nucleotide sequences 

differed by 2.8 % (320 nucleotides) from each other. A phylogenetic analysis was 

conducted using the full-length nucleotide sequences of 26 geographically 

diverse MAYV strains (including TRVL and IQT). The analysis revealed that 

similar to TRVL 15537 from Trinidad, MAYV TRVL is ancestral to other genotype 

D MAYV strains including IQT, which clustered with two other strains from Peru 

(Fig. 23). When comparing those 26 MAYV strains, 10 amino acid residues within 

nsP1, nsP2, and nsP3 were specific for the two strains from Trinidad, TRVL 4675 

and TRVL 15537, the latter isolated in 1957 from a Mansonia venezuelensis 

mosquito caught in the Rio Grande Forest (267) (Table 5). Unique for the 

TRVL4675 strain from 1954 were single amino acid substitutions in nsP1 and 

nsP2. The IQT strain had single unique amino acid substitutions in nsP1 and 

nsP3. Fewer amino acid substitutions were observed in the polypeptide encoding  
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Figure 23. Phylogenetic analysis of full-length RNA genomes of geographically diverse MAYV 
strains/isolates.  

The full-length nucleotide sequences of 26 MAYV strains including those of IQT (*) and TRVL (*) 
representing the genotypes Widely Dispersed (=D), New (=N), and Limited (=L) were 
phylogenetically analyzed using the Maximum Likelihood algorithm based on the General Time 
Reversible model with bootstrap values of 1000. For each virus strain, the GenBank accession 
number is indicated followed by its strain designation. The analysis was conducted in MEGA X. 
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Table 5. Amino acid substitutions specific for MAYV strains TRLV 4675, TRVL 15537, and IQT 
4235. 

 nsP1 nsP2 nsP3 nsP4 C E3 E2 6K/
TF 

E1 

TRVL 4675 / 
TRLV 15537 

T317I 
T425I 
S454N 

V40A 
K497R 
T770S 

F284L 
D372V 
R436S 
E463D 

   T59K 
H130R 
I175V 

 D50E 
T136A 
S343F 
T396I 

          
TRVL 4675 V386M K41R     T196I   
IQT 4235 S445A  T349I       
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the structural proteins of the viruses as the E2 protein sequence had no unique 

residues found in the IQT strain, and only one unique substitution for the TRVL 

strain. However, both strains isolated from Trinidad shared seven specific amino 

acid substitutions in E2 and E1. 

 

Midgut and carcass infection of HWE and ORL mosquitoes with the IQT 

and TRVL strains of MAYV 

Comparison of the vector competence of Ae. aegypti strains HWE and 

ORL for MAYV strains IQT and TRVL clearly exposed differences in 

susceptibilities for the two virus strains. In both mosquito strains, median virus 

titers in midguts and carcasses were about 1 log pfu/ml higher for IQT than for 

TRVL during the seven day time course (Fig. 24A, B). In midgut tissues, median 

titers for both viruses did not change significantly over time although there was a  

tendency of increased median TRVL titers after 2 days pibm. However, both virus 

strains produced significantly increased median virus titers in carcasses at 7 

days pibm indicating productive infection in secondary tissues. Interestingly, the 

median input titers of both viruses at time point zero (~105 pfu/ml) were never 

exceeded in the midgut during the seven-day observation period and like-wise 

not in secondary tissues before 7 days pibm.  

At 2 and 4 days pibm, MAYV IQT produced significantly higher mean 

Infection rates in midguts and carcasses of both mosquito strains in comparison 

to TRVL (Fig. 25A). Ninety-five percent of the ORL and all of the HWE samples 

contained detectable amounts of MAYV IQT as early as 2 days pibm. At the  
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Figure 24. Intensities of MAYV IQT and TRVL infections in midguts and carcasses of Ae. aegypti 
strains HWE and ORL. 
 (A) MAYV IQT (artificial bloodmeal titer: 2.0 x 106 plaque forming units (pfu)/ml) and (B) MAYV 
TRVL (artificial bloodmeal titer: 5.0 x 106 pfu/ml) titers in midguts (n=20) and carcasses (n=20) of 
individual HWE and ORL females were analyzed at 0, 2, 4, and 7 days pibm by plaque assays in 
Vero cells. Each data point represents the MAYV titer of an individual midgut or carcass. For 0 h, 
only whole-body females were assayed. The Mann-Whitney U-test was used for the statistical 
analysis to determine P values. Only infected mosquitoes were included in the analysis. Black 
bars indicate medians. Different letters indicate median titers that were significantly different from 
each other. Significantly different comparisons: P values ranged from <0.0001 to 0.0016 in (A) 
and from <0.0001 to 0.0004 in (B). 
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Figure 25. Prevalence of MAYV IQT and TRVL infections in midguts and carcasses of Ae. 
aegypti strains HWE and ORL. 
Rates of (A) MAYV IQT and (B) MAYV TRVL infections in midguts (n=20) and carcasses (n=20) 
of HWE and ORL mosquitoes at 2, 4, and 7 days pibm as analyzed by plaque assays in Vero 
cells. Fisher’s exact test was used to determine P values. Different letters indicate infection rates 
that were significantly different from each other. Significantly different comparisons in (B): P 
values ranged from 0.0012 to 0.0484. 
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same time point, mean MAYV TRVL infection rates in midguts and carcasses 

were as low as 35% for HWE carcasses and 45% for HWE and ORL midguts 

(Fig. 25B). MAYV TRVL needed seven days to build up detectable titers in 

midguts and/or carcasses in >80% of HWE and ORL mosquitoes. Thus, infection 

patterns varied more strongly between the two MAYV strains than between the 

two mosquito strains. Overall, MAYV TRVL was less infectious in HWE and ORL 

mosquitoes than MAYV IQT.  

 

MAYV head tissue infections and prevalence of the virus in saliva of HWE 

and ORL mosquitoes   

Arbovirus infection of head tissue is an indication that the virus has 

systemically infected the mosquito body including the salivary glands unless the 

virus is confronted with a strong salivary gland infection barrier. MAYV IQT  

infected head tissues of both mosquito strains (n=20 for each virus and mosquito 

strain) with an infection rate of >80% at 4 days pibm and reached maximal titers 

at 7 days pibm (Fig. 26A, C). The proportion of virus containing saliva samples 

(n=20 for each virus and mosquito strain) increased about two-fold (ORL) to 

three-fold (HWE) between 4 and 7 days pibm (Fig. 26D). In contrast, MAYV 

TRVL exhibited weaker infectivity in both mosquito strains, as it was 

undetectable in both head tissue and saliva of HWE and ORL mosquitoes until 4 

days pibm (Fig. 26B-D). Based on head tissue infection rates, virus titers, and 

proportion of virus containing saliva samples the maximal level of infection for 

MAYV TRVL was reached at 7 days pibm. Apparently, both MAYV strains   
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Figure 26. Intensities of infection and prevalence of MAYV IQT and TRVL in head tissues of Ae. 
aegypti strains HWE and ORL and prevalence of MAYV IQT and TRVL in HWE and ORL saliva 
samples. 
(A) MAYV IQT and (B) TRVL titers in head tissues (n=20) of individual HWE and ORL females 
were analyzed at 2, 4, and 7 days pibm by plaque assays in Vero cells. Each data point 
represents the MAYV titer of an individual head tissue. The Mann-Whitney U-test was used for 
the statistical analysis to determine P values. Only infected mosquitoes were included in the 
analysis. Black bars indicate medians. Different letters indicate median titers that were 
significantly different from each other. Significantly different comparisons: P values ranged from 
<0.0001 to 0.0045. (C) Prevalence of MAYV IQT and TRVL infections in head tissues (n=20) of 
HWE and ORL mosquitoes at 2, 4, and 7 days pibm. (C) and (D): different letters indicate 
infection rates that were significantly different from each other as analyzed by Fisher’s exact test. 
Significantly different comparisons: P values were 0.0012, 0.0187, and 0.0484. (D) Prevalence of 
MAYV IQT and TRVL in saliva samples (n=20) collected from each mosquito strain at 2, 4, and 7 
days pibm. Significantly different comparisons: P values were 0.0033 and 0.0436. 
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experienced a barrier at the salivary gland level in both HWE and ORL 

mosquitoes as up to 90% of head tissues were infected whereas the proportion 

of virus containing saliva samples barely exceeded 50%. Similar to a weak 

relation between midgut virus titers and dissemination efficiencies, there was no 

clear correlation between MAYV titers in head tissue and virus excretion into 

saliva. The minimal extrinsic incubation period (EIP) for MAYV IQT and TRVL 

were 2 and 4 days pibm, respectively, in both mosquito strains. We observed a 

50% EIP at 7 days pibm except for MAYV TRVL infected HWE with only 32% of 

saliva samples containing detectable virus at this time point.    

 

MAYV TRVL infection pattern in local Ae. albopictus   

Our newly established Ae. albopictus colony consists of offspring from a 

single female, which had been captured at the private residence of one of the  

authors in Columbia, Missouri. Exposing the offspring of this females to artificial 

bloodmeals occasionally resulted in poor feeding rates (<10%) whereas at other 

occasions (in subsequent generations), feeding rates exceeded 60%. We also 

noticed that hatch rates were rather irregular between generations when 

following the same procedure for our Ae. aegypti colony. However, when 

applying a "pressure hatching" procedure (see: Methods section), hatch rates 

became more stable. A standard PCR analysis followed by Sanger sequencing 

of amplicons revealed that the mosquitoes carry the Wolbachia endosymbiont 

(data not shown). We orally challenged Ae. albopictus (CoMO) females with 

MAYV TRVL. Our results showed an infection pattern of MAYV TRVL in Ae. 
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albopictus that closely resembled those observed in our two Ae. aegypti 

laboratory strains (Fig. 27). About 90% of all midguts were infected with the virus  

between 2 and 4 days pibm indicating that there was virtually no midgut infection 

barrier for the virus. Median titers were between 103 and 104 pfu/midgut, which 

were similar to those of the virus in Ae. aegypti (Fig. 24B). Curiously, at 4 days 

pibm, the midgut virus titers were ~1 log lower than at 2 days pibm. Midgut 

dissemination rates were between 70-90% at 2 and 4 days pibm, which were 

higher than those observed for the same MAYV strain in Ae. aegypti. Median 

MAYV TRVL titers (up to 103 pfu/ml) in carcasses of Ae. albopictus resembled 

those observed in Ae. aegypti. Following intrathoracic injection of 700 

pfu/mosquito MAYV TRVL, median head tissue titers reached ~104 pfu at 72 h 

post-injection. At that time-point, one third of the injected mosquitoes released 

the virus along with their saliva, allowing the conclusion that Ae. albopictus 

mosquitoes from Missouri can act as potential vectors for the virus.   

 

The effects of mixed infections between CHIKV 37997 and MAYV IQT on the 

transmission potential of both viruses  

We conducted two experiments to reveal the effects of mixed infections 

between CHIKV 37997 and MAYV IQT on the transmission of both viruses by 

Ae. aegypti. Initially, we established that our Taqman qRT-PCR assay would 

allow reliable, accurate virus-specific detection of viral genome copy number 

equivalents in mixed infections (Fig. 28A, B). Importantly, median bloodmeal  
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Figure 27. Intensities of MAYV TRVL infections in midguts, carcasses, and head tissues of Ae. 
albopictus (CoMO), and prevalence of the virus in saliva samples.  

(A) Virus titers in midguts and carcasses of Ae. albopictus CoMO females were analyzed at 2 
(n=10) and 4 days (n=18) pibm by plaque assays in Vero cells. Each data point represents the 
MAYV TRVL titer of an individual midgut or carcass. The virus titer in the artificial bloodmeal was 
1 x 107 pfu/ml. The Mann-Whitney U-test was used for the statistical analysis to determine P 
values. Only infected mosquitoes were included in the analysis. Black bars indicate medians. 
Different letters indicate median titers that were significantly different from each other. 
Significantly different comparisons: P values ranged from 0.0003 to 0.0013. (B) Virus titers in 
head tissues were assessed at 3 days post-intrathoracic injection of 700 pfu/mosquito MAYV 
TRVL by plaque assays in Vero cells.  Prevalence of the virus in saliva samples was assessed at 
3 days post-intrathoracic injection by CPE analysis of Vero cells, which had been inoculated with 
the saliva samples. Black diamonds: MAYV TRVL titers in individual Ae. albopictus head tissues. 
Purple diamonds: head tissues samples that corresponded to virus containing saliva samples. 
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Figure 28. Effects of mixed infections between MAYV IQT and CHIKV 37997 on virus prevalence 
in mosquito saliva.  

(A) 10-fold dilution series values calculated from standard curves for CHIKV 37997 (red) and 
MAYV IQT (blue) showing specific detection of viral genome copy number equivalents. The 
templates for the standard curves consisted of a mixture of cDNAs (cloned into TA TOPO vector 
pCR 2.1 [Invitrogen]) derived from the genome sequences specific for CHIKV and MAYV. The 
reactions contained primers and Taqman probes for both viruses demonstrating that detection of 
each virus is specific and non-interfering. Error bars represent SD. (B) Standard curve quality 
parameters indicating high probability of virus specific detection of viral genome copy number 
equivalents. (C) Input (bloodmeal) titers (pfu/ml) of CHIKV and MAYV for the experiments 
in (D) and (E) as assessed via plaque assays in Vero cells. Bars indicate median values. (D) Co-
infection of Ae. aegypti HWE with CHIKV 37997 and MAYV IQT. Left panel in red: CHIKV specific 
Taqman qRT-PCR detection of CHIKV genome copy number equivalents/500 ng total RNA in six 
saliva samples each representing a pool of saliva from five females (n=30). Saliva samples were 
collected at 6 or 12 days pibm. Artificial bloodmeals contained CHIKV only or a mixture of CHIKV 
and MAYV. Right panel in blue: MAYV specific detection of MAYV genome copy number 
equivalents/500 ng total RNA in six saliva samples each representing a pool of saliva from five 
females (n=30). Saliva samples were collected at 6 or 12 days pibm. Artificial bloodmeals 
contained MAYV only or the same mixture of CHIKV and MAYV as shown in the left chart (in 
red). Bars indicate median values. (E) Superinfections between CHIKV and MAYV. Left panel in 
red: CHIKV specific detection. Females acquired CHIKV via an artificial bloodmeal followed by a 
second bloodmeal (at 6 days post initial infectious bloodmeal) containing MAYV (CHIKV > 
MAYV). In another setup, females acquired MAYV via an artificial bloodmeal followed by a 
second bloodmeal (at 6 days post initial infectious bloodmeal) containing CHIKV (MAYV > 
CHIKV). As a control, females acquired CHIKV via artificial bloodfeeding and at 6 days post 
initial, infectious bloodmeal, females were given another, non-infectious bloodmeal (nibm). At 12 
days post initial infectious bloodmeal, six saliva samples each consisting of a pool of saliva from 
five females were collected and analyzed (n=30). Right panel in blue: MAYV specific detection of 
the same superinfection samples as shown in the left panel (in red). As a control, females 
acquired MAYV via artificial bloodfeeding and at 6 days post initial, infectious bloodmeal, females 
were given another, non-infectious bloodmeal (nibm). Samples were analyzed by Taqman qRT-
PCR from a standard curve as described above (D). The Kuskal-Wallis test was used for 
statistical analysis to determine P values; * indicates p <0.020. Bars indicate median values. 
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(input) titers were similar for both viruses (Fig. 28C), allowing a direct comparison 

between the two viruses in the mixed infection experiments. In the first 

experimental setup, mosquitoes simultaneously acquired MAYV and CHIKV via 

an artificial bloodmeal (co-infection). We chose the IQT strain of MAYV to 

compete with CHIKV 37997 because both viruses produced similar infection 

patterns and replication efficiencies in HWE mosquitoes (14). In a second 

experimental setup both viruses were subsequently acquired by the mosquitoes 

via artificial bloodmeals (superinfection). Each mosquito received two bloodmeals 

in a six-day interval. Either both bloodmeals contained different viruses or the 

first bloodmeal contained a virus whereas the second consisted of a non-

infectious bloodmeal (nibm). In the co-infection experiment, both viruses reached 

similar concentrations in mosquito saliva at 12 days pibm, which amounted to 5 x 

103-1 x 104 median viral RNA copy number equivalents per pooled saliva sample 

(Fig. 28D). When CHIKV had been orally acquired before MAYV (MAYV 

superinfection), median viral RNA copy number equivalents in saliva were similar 

for both viruses and resembled the values obtained for mosquitoes that had 

acquired only one of the two viruses (Fig. 28E). Furthermore, when MAYV had 

been orally acquired before CHIKV (CHIKV superinfection), the median MAYV 

RNA copy number equivalent in saliva was similar to those obtained from 

mosquitoes that had acquired one of the two viruses only. However, the median 

CHIKV RNA copy number equivalent was significantly lower (p=0.020; and in two 

out of six pooled saliva samples [=10/30 samples total] the virus was 

undetectable) of MAYV infected mosquitoes at 12 days pibm, suggesting that a 
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primary MAYV infection led to a superinfection exclusion for CHIKV. In contrast, 

a primary CHIKV infection did not cause a superinfection exclusion for MAYV. In 

single infections (in absence of a second, non-infectious bloodmeal), CHIKV and 

MAYV produced similar median RNA copy number equivalents at 6 days pibm in 

saliva (Fig. 28D), suggesting that the low median CHIKV RNA copy number 

equivalent detected for CHIKV in saliva of MAYV infected mosquitoes was not 

based on principal differences in the two viruses' replication efficiencies. Instead, 

it is possible that prior infection with MAYV caused diminishment of cellular 

resources required for optimal CHIKV replication and infection in the mosquito. 

We also observed that at 6 days post-nibm, mosquitoes had increased (by ~1 

log) median viral RNA genome copy equivalents in saliva in comparison to 

mosquitoes that had received only a single, virus-containing bloodmeal (Fig. 

28D, E). This suggests that ingestion of additional, virus-free bloodmeals by the 

mosquito can have an enhancing effect for the acquired virus.  

 

Discussion 

Although MAYV has been known to circulate in South- and Central 

America for over 60 years, only a few vector-competence studies have been 

conducted to date (32,268) including a very recent one by Wiggins and 

colleagues (269). Our results here show that the MAYV strains IQT and TRVL 

produced different infection patterns in two Ae. aegypti strains, HWE and ORL. 

Despite similar input titers, TRVL produced ~1 log lower median titers than IQT in 

midguts and carcasses of both Ae. aegypti strains throughout the time course 
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study. Furthermore, MAYV IQT produced mean midgut and carcass infection 

rates of >90% already at 2 days pibm, whereas the TRVL strain needed 7 days 

to generate similar mean infection rates. In field-obtained Ae. aegypti from 

Maynas Province of Peru, the earliest dissemination of MAYV IQT from the 

midgut to legs and wings was observed in 1/8 mosquitoes at 3 days pibm and 

29/31 mosquitoes were infected at 7 days pibm when the artificial bloodmeal titer 

of the virus was ~107 pfu/ml (32). Median MAYV TRVL titers and mean infection 

rates in midgut and carcasses of Ae. albopictus CoMO were similar to those 

observed in both Ae. aegypti strains, HWE and ORL. Furthermore, 50% of the 

tested Ae. albopictus individuals contained the virus in saliva at 72 h post-

intrathoracic injection. Due to relatively poor feeding rates of the mosquitoes on 

artificial bloodmeals containing virus-infected cell culture supernatants we did not 

test the presence of bloodmeal-acquired virus in saliva of Ae. albopictus. We 

were still able to show that MAYV disseminated from the midgut after an 

infectious bloodmeal had been orally acquired. Additionally, there were no 

extraordinary barriers to salivary gland infection and release of the 

intrathoracically injected virus from the salivary glands of Ae. albopictus CoMO. 

Infection rates of Brazilian Ae. albopictus, which had acquired MAYV TRVL 4675 

via feeding on membrane feeder suspensions containing 105-107 pfu/ml virus 

ranged between 13 and 85%, respectively, at 15 days pibm (268). In Ae. 

albopictus CoMO at 2 days pibm, the same virus strain produced midgut and 

carcass infection rates of 89-100%. Similar midgut infection rates were recently 

reported when evaluating MAYV TRVL infection patterns in Ae. albopictus from 
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Florida (269). However, carcass infection rates in these mosquitoes did not 

exceed 50% at 3 and 6 days pibm, compared to 72-90% in Ae. albopictus CoMO 

at 2 and 4 days pibm. This suggests that the CoMO mosquitoes were more 

susceptible to MAYV-TRVL than the Ae. albopictus populations from Brazil and 

Florida. In wild-type Ae. aegypti from Florida, midgut infection and dissemination 

rates as well as midgut titers produced by the TRVL strain were similar to those 

observed in the laboratory-adapted HWE and ORL mosquitoes (269). However, 

32% of the HWE saliva samples and 50% of the ORL saliva samples contained 

the virus at 7 days pibm in comparison to <10% of the saliva samples obtained 

from the wild-type Ae. aegypti, indicating that the wild-types had a stronger 

barrier to the virus at the salivary gland level than the HWE or ORL strains.  

Previously, we conducted a similar vector competence analysis in HWE 

and ORL mosquitoes for CHIKV (strain 37997) allowing us to directly compare 

the vector interactions of MAYV and CHIKV in these mosquitoes (14). Until 5 

days pibm, median CHIKV titers were significantly (~1 log) lower in midguts and 

carcasses of ORL mosquitoes than in those of the HWE strain. Overall, MAYV 

IQT produced an infection pattern similar to that of CHIKV 37997 in HWE midgut 

and carcasses, whereas the MAYV TRVL infection pattern in midgut and 

carcasses of both mosquito strains resembled that of CHIKV in ORL mosquitoes. 

In both Ae. aegypti strains, head tissue infections with MAYV TRVL were delayed 

by 2 days when compared to MAYV IQT correlating with a two-day delayed 

presence of the former in mosquito saliva. However, similar to CHIKV in our 

previous study, MAYV IQT was already detectable in head tissue and saliva at 2 
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days pibm and regarding the presence of infectious virus in saliva, the barrier of 

infection at the salivary gland level for MAYV was similar to that for CHIKV as 

well (14,32,276). EIPs as short as 2 days have been also reported for 

Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus (Togaviridae; Alphavirus; VEEV) in Ae. 

aegypti and Rift Valley fever virus (Bunyaviridae; Phlebovirus; RVFV) in Culex 

pipiens (277,278). 

Our data suggest that the IQT strain was better adapted to Ae. aegypti 

than MAYV TRVL. This finding is supported by the fact that earlier the IQT strain 

had been repeatedly passaged in Ae. albopictus C6/36 cells (267), whereas the 

TRVL strain had not been passaged in invertebrate cells. Thus, passage in 

C6/36 cells may have introduced adaptive mutations to the IQT strain resulting in 

a higher infectivity in Ae. aegypti in comparison to the TRVL strain, which had 

been maintained in mammalian cell lines (73,259). Accordingly, it can be further 

speculated that the original mosquito vector for the TRVL strain was a species 

other than Ae. aegypti or Ae. albopictus. Full-length sequencing and phylogenetic 

analysis of the TRVL and IQT strains confirmed that both strains belong to the D 

genotype with MAYV TRVL clustering together with another strain from Trinidad, 

TRVL 15537. These two strains are more ancestral to MAYV IQT (and other D 

genotype viruses). Both Trinidad strains have specific amino acid residues in five 

viral proteins, nsP1, nsP2, nsP3, E2, and E1, whereas the IQT strain had specific 

amino acid residues only in nsP1 and nsP2. Further studies will be needed to 

elucidate which mutations would be required to adapt a forest dwelling mosquito 
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transmitted MAYV strain to efficient transmission by urban, anthropophilic 

mosquito species, such as Ae. aegypti and Ae. albopictus.  

We showed that simultaneously acquired MAYV and CHIKV (co-infection) 

can both be co-transmitted by the same vector with similar efficiencies, at least 

under laboratory conditions. These findings are in accordance with other studies 

demonstrating that in mosquitoes, co-infecting arboviruses do not interfere with 

each other (76,279,280). In nature, co-infection of mosquitoes with several 

arboviruses is not an unlikely event, because human individuals in endemic 

regions have been frequently identified as being highly viremic for more than one 

mosquito-borne virus including DENV, CHIKV, and/or ZIKV (271,273–275,281). 

Even more likely than co-infection is sequential arbovirus infection 

(superinfection) of mosquitoes in regions where different arboviruses co-

circulate. Under this scenario the same mosquito could sequentially acquire 

different viruses when biting several hosts who would be viremic for different 

viruses. However, we observed superinfection exclusion for CHIKV when it was 

orally acquired by MAYV infected mosquitoes. In saliva of those mosquitoes, 

CHIKV but not MAYV, was absent or significantly less detectable. Interestingly, 

there was no interference for either virus when MAYV had been acquired by 

CHIKV infected mosquitoes. Superinfection exclusion, causing a cell 

persistently/productively infected with one virus to prevent infection with a 

second, closely related virus has been reported before for a range of arboviruses 

including alphaviruses (282,283).Most of the studies addressing viral 

superinfection exclusion have been conducted in cell culture. For example, 
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recently it was shown that Yellow fever virus (Flaviviridae; Flavivirus) and DENV 

exclude each other following sequential inoculation of C6/36 Ae. albopictus cells 

(284). Fewer studies have been conducted to analyze superinfection exclusion of 

arboviruses in vivo (285–290). Investigating superinfection exclusion gained 

additional attention when characterizing insect-specific flaviviruses such as 

Nhumirim virus, only found in Culex sp, or the insect-specific alphavirus Eilat 

virus. It was suggested that these mosquito-specific viruses may interfere with 

the replication and transmission of human-infecting arboviruses in the mosquito 

vector (291–293). Results of these studies were mixed; however, the presence of 

Nhumirim virus antagonized West Nile virus (Flaviviridae; Flavivirus) 

transmission by Cx. quinquefasciatus, and the presence of Eilat virus delayed 

CHIKV dissemination from the midgut in Ae. aegypti by three days (289,293). 

Our study demonstrates for the first time in vivo that two human-pathogenic 

alphaviruses can antagonize each other depending on their sequence of infection 

in the mosquito. Mechanistically, viral superinfection exclusion is not well 

understood. Reduced virion binding to cell surface receptors, cell entry 

capabilities, inhibition of nucleocapsid uncoating, and/or inhibition of viral 

replication complexes all have been described to explain the phenomenon for 

alphaviruses (289,294). It will require extensive molecular analyses to reveal the 

mechanism underlying CHIKV exclusion in MAYV infected Ae. aegypti.  

In summary, we confirmed in detailed studies that Ae. aegypti and Ae. 

albopictus can act as highly efficient vectors for MAYV as they have shown 
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before for CHIKV and that under certain circumstances, both, CHIKV and MAYV, 

can be efficiently co-transmitted by the same infected mosquito.   
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CHAPTER VI 

DISCUSSION  

Potential roles of MMPs and their inhibitor, AeTIMP, in BL modification  

 Activation of MMPs in mosquitoes which had ingested a bloodmeal 

suggests that these extra-cellular proteases have a role in BL degradation and/or 

in BL remodeling after a bloodmeal. Here we showed that AeMMP1 was inhibited 

by the general MMP inhibitor GM6001 and also by human Tissue Inhibitor of 

MMP 3 (HuTIMP3). AeMMP1 has also been shown to be inhibited by the 

recombinant TIMP from Ae. aegypti (AeTIMP) (150) in vitro. This study by Dong 

and colleagues also included transgenic overexpression of AeTIMP under the 

midgut specific, bloodmeal inducible carboxypeptidase A promoter (295). CHIKV 

infection in the presence of overexpressed AeTIMP led to higher dissemination 

rates from the midgut and increased whole body titers of orally acquired DENV4 

(150). These results suggest that AeMMP inhibition enhances arbovirus 

dissemination from the midgut allowing the conclusion that these proteases might 

be important for BL remodeling after bloodmeal ingestion and digestion. These 

data are also in agreement with the higher expression levels of AeMMPs 

observed after 48 h pibm. However, the increased dissemination could also be 

due to direct interactions between AeTIMP and BL surface molecules. In human 

tissue culture for example, direct interaction of HuTIMP with ECM components 

independent of HuTIMP- HuMMP interactions has been well documented (296–

298). Obviously, in mosquitoes, the BL degradation/remodeling mechanism 
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needs to be further studied at the molecular level to determine the specific 

interactions between AeMMPs, AeTIMP, and their effects on the BL in vivo.  

 

Potential roles of other metalloproteinases in BL remodeling 

In our studies, we focused on the characterization of AeMMPs. However, 

another prominent group of zinc-dependent, extracellular metalloproteinases, 

which have been extensively characterized in humans and so far only minimally 

described in arthropods, are ADAMs (A Disintegrin and Metalloproteinase), and 

ADAMTS (ADAM with thrombospondin motifs). ADAMs are transmembrane 

proteins which are structurally similar to MT-MMPs, except that they lack the 

hemopexin doman (299). These proteins have known functions in many 

biological processes during development and differentiation, such as acting as 

sheddases, collagenases, and having roles in tissue remodeling and 

metamorphosis (300–303). ADAMTS proteins are secreted but also retain similar 

functions such as cleavage of procollagens, versican, and other proteins present 

in the extracellular matrix (304–306). The genome of Drosophila encodes six 

ADAMTS genes (307) along with five ADAM genes (300), while the Ae. aegypti 

genome encodes six ADAMTS and seven ADAM genes. According to 

VectorBase genome searches and similar to MMPs, most of the Ae. aegypti 

ADAMs/ADAMTS possess the canonical zinc metalloproteinase catalytic domain 

motif HExxHxxGxxHD. So far, these proteins have not been characterized in Ae 

aegypti. Thus it would be interesting to investigate their activities during 
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bloodmeal ingestion/digestion and arbovirus infections as they could also play an 

important role in BL remodeling. 

 

MMP function in secondary tissues 

Here we localized AeMMPs to the midgut tissue; however, Drosophila 

MMP1 has also been shown to be present in salivary glands (135). The salivary 

glands of Ae. aegypti are also surrounded by a BL that pathogens must pass 

through in order to productively infect these tissues (308,309).  Drosophila MMP1 

has been shown to be upregulated in salivary glands during programmed cell 

death. This is accompanied by a decrease in Drosophila TIMP expression in 

these same tissues (310). Previously, we showed that CHIKV infection of salivary 

glands induces apoptosis (14). The present study has identified significantly 

increased AeMMP expression levels at timepoints concurring with CHIKV 

infection of carcass tissue that includes the salivary glands. However, so far we 

did not analyze MMP expression and activity in the salivary glands. It seems 

plausible to suggest that AeMMP activity may be important during alphavirus 

infection of the salivary glands in Ae. aegypti and further studies should be 

conducted to investigate this possibility.  

 

The tracheo-muscular complex in not involved in CHIKV dissemination 

 Studies have shown that baculoviruses infect tracheal cells as a conduit 

to disseminate from the midgut in Lepidoptera (145,190). Others have 

independently investigated whether in mosquitoes, the tracheal cell route is 
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important for the dissemination of arboviruses from the midgut 

(149,151,152,311). These experiments led to several hypotheses regarding the 

importance of the tracheal route in arbovirus dissemination from the midgut: 1) 

arboviruses infect the cytoplasm of a tracheal cell thereby bypassing the 

unmodified BL; 2) viruses escape from the midgut via the matrix of the modified 

BL and infect the tracheo-muscular complex; 3) arboviruses bud directly into the 

hemolymph from a previously infected muscle cell. Earlier TEM studies showed 

that intrathoracically injected alphaviruses infect midgut associated tracheae 

before associating with midgut tissue indicating that the tracheal cells might be 

involved in traversing the BL (148). Recently, we showed that CHIKV, when 

intrathoracically injected into bloodfed mosquitoes, was able to infect midgut 

tissue by bypassing the midgut associated tracheal cells. Our studies here 

indicate that CHIKV does not infect the midgut associated tracheae before 

disseminating from the midgut by traversing the modified BL adjacent to muscle 

tissue. Although we did observe CHIKV infection of tracheal cells at 40 h pibm, 

we suggest that CHIKV dissemination from the midgut does not depend on 

midgut associated-tracheal cell infection.  

 

Benefits of FIB-SEM imaging and 3D modeling 

The use of FIB-SEM for the first time in ultrastructural studies on arbovirus 

infected mosquito tissues convincingly identified CHIK virions localized between 

the inner and outer layers of the BL. This was clear evidence proving that CHIKV 

disseminates from the midgut of Ae. aegypti by directly traversing the BL. We 
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think that observing this phenomenon with high precision was only possible 

because we had the novel FIB-SEM technology on hand. Consequently, using 

FIB-SEM for other mosquito-arbovirus interaction studies involving ZIKV or 

DENV could lead to the discovery of their dissemination mechanisms from the 

mosquito midgut at the ultrastructural level. FIB-SEM could also be adapted to 

study other mosquito-pathogen systems such as infection of Anopheles with 

Plasmodium spp., and potentially aid in understanding how Wolbachia infection 

of Aedes species prevents the spread of arboviruses (312,313).  

 

A universal dissemination mechanism for alphaviruses in Ae. aegypti 

MAYV is known to be naturally transmitted by Haemagogus spp., (30) but 

here we have confirmed that Ae. aegypti can be a competent vector for the virus 

under laboratory conditions. The IQT strain of MAYV had a minimal EIP of 2 days 

in Ae. aegypti, which is similar to that of CHIKV (14). In contrast, the TRVL strain 

of MAYV had a minimal EIP of 4 days. However, this strain was able to traverse 

the midgut between 32 and 48 h pibm when detected by taqman qRT-PCR, 

similar to the dissemination dynamics of CHIKV. MAYV and CHIKV are relatively 

closely related alphaviruses that belong to the Semliki Forest virus antigenic 

complex (314). These data allow the conclusion that there may be a universal 

escape mechanism from the midgut for these closely related alphaviruses in Ae. 

aegypti, but further studies are needed to confirm this. However, preliminary 

observations so far suggest that other arboviruses such as flaviviruses like DENV 

or ZIKV may utilize a somewhat different strategy than alphaviruses to escape 
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from the infected midgut to secondary tissues. This is attributed to the longer 

period of time required post-bloodmeal for detection of these viruses in 

secondary tissues (data not shown).  

 

Effects of alphaviral co-infection or super-infection of the mosquito vector 

on its ability to transmit both alphaviruses  

An interesting finding was the ability of Ae. aegypti to effectively transmit 

both CHIKV and MAYV when simultaneously (co-)infected via artificial 

bloodmeals. Recently, similar observations have been made during another 

arbovirus co-infection experiment involving DENV2 and ZIKV (280). On the other 

hand, CHIKV and DENV2 co-infection of Ae. aegypti has led to increased DENV 

replication in comparison to that of CHIKV in the salivary glands (315). We 

observed a superinfection exclusion for CHIKV when systemic MAYV infection 

was established in the same mosquito before it was exposed to CHIKV via an 

infectious bloodmeal. We did not see the same effect on MAYV when systemic 

CHIKV infection was established. So far, only a few arboviral superinfection 

exclusion phenomena have been observed in vitro or in vivo (284,289,290). More 

studies are needed to elucidate the mechanism of superinfection exclusion at the 

precise molecular level. Such investigations may require the use and 

development of novel tools, for example the use of single-cell-virology techniques 

in which single cells infected with multiple viruses could be isolated and 

examined for quantifiable viral RNA.  
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Potential benefits of generating a full-length infectious cDNA clone of 

MAYV 

A beneficial tool for the study of co-infection between CHIKV and MAYV in 

a mosquito vector would be the availability of full-length cDNA clones of both 

viruses modified to express two different fluorescent reporter genes. Full-length 

infectious cDNA clones have been previously generated for other alphaviruses 

including CHIKV, SINV, and Semliki Forest virus (316–318). This could be 

accomplished by inserting the MAYV genome sequence as a cDNA into a 

plasmid. To make the MAYV infectious cDNA clone beneficial for tracking 

dissemination from the midgut, a reporter gene such as EGFP could be inserted 

into the viral genome. This would eliminate the need for virus-specific antibodies 

to differentiate between several closely related alphaviruses in a mixed infection. 

One strategy to insert a reporter gene into the MAYV genome could be to place 

the reporter under the control of the duplicated viral subgenomic promoter. The 

resulting reporter expression cassette could be inserted into the cDNA either 

upstream or downstream of the viral structural genes (319). As shown before for 

other alphaviruses, both genome positions allow for reporter gene expression via 

an additional (recombinant) subgenomic RNA during viral replication in the cell 

(232,234,319–323). An alternative position for the reporter gene would be its 

insertion between the non-structural genes nsP3 and nsP4. This method requires 

the reporter insert to be flanked by nsP2 protease-recognition sites for correct 

polyprotein processing and EGFP fluorescence detection (318). The availability 

of recombinant CHIKV and MAYV expressing two different reporters would allow 
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co-infection studies to be conducted with the ability to track the two viruses 

specifically in various tissues of the vector. It would then be possible to detect in 

which tissue/s a preceding MAYV infection outcompetes CHIKV preventing the 

latter from being released in saliva. Another use of an infectious MAYV cDNA 

clone would be to introduce mutations to the viral genome to identify viral 

determinants potentially leading to superinfection exclusion in mixed infections.  

 

Conclusion 

This work represents substantial progress in our understanding of how 

alphaviruses infect, disseminate, and are transmitted by their principal vector, Ae. 

aegypti. It was important for us to investigate these aspects in in vivo studies 

using artificial, infectious bloodmeals as virus source that allow for easy 

standardization and reproducibility regarding the dose of infectious virus ingested 

by the mosquito. Taken together these studies have shown that early during 

bloodmeal digestion, alphaviruses are capable of infecting and replicating in the 

midgut epithelium of Ae. aegypti. Utilizing various sophisticated microscopy 

techniques and molecular approaches, we showed that CHIKV and MAYV 

disseminate from the mosquito midgut by directly traversing the BL and begin 

replicating in secondary tissues between 32 and 48 h pibm. Furthermore, our 

data suggest that the BL is a dynamic structure that is modified during stressful 

events such as ingestion and digestion of a bloodmeal and that the midgut of Ae. 

aegypti releases proteases that are capable of interacting with the BL leading to 

its temporal modification. These events are linked to both CHIKV and MAYV 
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dissemination from the midgut, but it is still unclear if other arboviruses, 

flaviviruses such as DENV and ZIKV, are utilizing a similar midgut escape 

mechanism. Further studies should focus on the mechanism of midgut escape of 

other arboviruses not belonging to the alphaviruses. We have also investigated 

the potential for Ae. aegypti to transmit multiple alphaviruses simultaneously or 

sub-sequentially. As a result, a superinfection exclusion event was observed for 

CHIKV in systemically MAYV-infected mosquitoes but not vice versa. This 

suggests that two alphaviruses can have an antagonizing effect on each other in 

the same vector; however the molecular mechanism underlying this phenomenon 

remains elusive.  
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